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Finance Strategic Policy Committee  
 

Minutes of Meeting Held 21st January 2021  

 

1. Draft Minutes of the Finance SPC meeting held on 3rd November 2020  
Minutes proposed by D. Lacey and seconded by D. Barron.  The draft minutes were 
adopted.   
 

2. Matters arising  
LPT Reform of Local Property Tax – Cllr. D. Lacey enquired about any update from 
Government on the reform of the Local Property Tax.  He was advised that there has 
been no update provided as yet.   
 
EU Funding Opportunities – Cllr. D. Lacey raised the concerns of the Labour Party 
on Dublin City Council’s approach to EU funding opportunities and the lack of 
appropriate engagement. The SPC were advised that an EU Programme Office is 
being established in the Economic Development Unit of the Culture, Recreation and 
Economic Services (CRES) Department. Furthermore Dublin City Council are 
awaiting an announcement on significant URDF funding based on submissions 
made.   
 
Contributions made by the committee on the issue of EU Funding opportunities 
included and were noted as follows: 
 

 Prospect of seeking EU funding for big development opportunities. 

 The Finance Department have met with the EU Programme Office to discuss 
the key skills requirement. 

 Examination of what is being done by other Councils 

 Input from the Finance SPC is important  

 Feasibility of opportunities to seek EU funding for house building and 
refurbishment projects 

 The Department of Housing Planning & Local Government provides funding 
for loan charges for house building and it is important not to break that 
agreement by seeking funding elsewhere. 

 Linking in and supporting the City Development Plan 

 Identification of lead in work to seek EU funding 

 Councillors would welcome more information on monies are being sought 

 Suggestion of the commencement of a communication exercise to allow 
Councillors to be pro-active in seeking suitable projects for funding support.   

 The importance of seeking grants over loans as it would be beneficial to the 
Council to seek no cost money instead of low cost money.   

 The availability of low cost borrowing from several institutions. 

 K. Quinn has met with the EU Programme Office and discussions have been 
held around the key skills required. 
 

Contributions made on the issue of the LPT were: 
 

 Ongoing delays on the review of the LPT 

 Accrued losses to Dublin City due to the exemption of certain properties  

 Proposal to write to the Minister for Finance who originally commissioned the 
review 
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 There was agreement to reporting on the issue of local government funding 
generally with committee members asked to send on ideas they may have 
around the issue of local government funding. 

 
Agreed:  Write to the Minister for Finance regarding the progression of LPT reform  
Agreed:  List Local Government Funding as an agenda item for the next meeting  
Agreed:  Request to raise the issue of EU Funding with the CPG to hold a joint SPC 
meeting between the Finance SPC and the Economic Development and Enterprise 
SPC.   
 
 

3. Correspondence  
Funding for Roads Infrastructure – Cllr. S. McGrattan raised the issue of the grant 
allocation from TII of €50k out of a total fund of €484m to Dublin City Council for 
national roads.  He proposed that a report be prepared on the inadequacy of central 
government roads related funding which has a strong connection to the matter of 
overall local government funding.   
 
Comments made on this issue included the following observations: 
 

 Proposal to write to the Minister for Transport detailing all of these issues and 
associated funding inequities for Dublin City Council.  An approach was 
suggested that the submission would steer away from the issue of roads 
classification and instead detail with the length of roads that Dublin City 
Council has to maintain versus the budget allocations received.   

 The NDP Consultation review closes on Friday 29th Jan, which may provide 
an opportunity to influence the funding opportunities for Dublin City Council 
for capital infrastructure projects. It was noted that the regional authorities are 
making submission to this review.     

 
Agreed:  To make a written submission to the Minister for Transport on this matter.   
 

4. Pre-Draft Consultation of the City Development Plan 2022-2028 
Deirdre Scully, Deputy City Planner made a presentation to the Committee which 
covered the following items: 
 

 Requirements for Development Plans – core strategy, zoning, provision of 
infrastructure, conversation, environmental protection and culture etc.  It must 
comply/align with National Planning Framework (NPF), Regional Spatial & 
Economic Strategy for the Region (RSES), Transport Strategy for GDA and 
SPPRs issued.   

 What’s different this time – Specific elements that are required to be 
included are for example the NPF, Ministerial directions, Housing Need 
Demand Assessment etc.  Role of the Office of the Planning Regulator.  
Impact of Covid on retail, city centre, culture and the impact on the public 
consultation process this time.  Future role of the LDA and the need for 
greater emphasis on climate change actions. 

 The Process – Details of the key elements of each period of the process 
were provided in detail - Pre-draft period (commenced 15th December 2020), 
Draft Plan and Submission period, Material Amendments period and Adoption 
of the Plan (November 2022)  

 Key issues that much be considered and included – climate change, 
balancing growth with the need to protect amenities, regeneration of key 
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neighbourhoods, height and densification and compliance with guidelines, 
movement within public realm and quality public spaces etc.   

 

 Economic and Financial Perspective – key issues needing to be 
considered are supporting retail, night economy, office development in correct 
locations, need for quality housing, clustering of employment lands and future 
URDF funding opportunities.   

 
 
Following the presentation, members raised the following issues:   

 

 Approval of planning applications by the Council and An Bord Pleanala that 
breach the Development Plan.  These breaches are destroying the heart of 
the city 

 Current plan is lacking in clear objectives and measure of success 

 No control process in the Development Plan and no measure of progress or 
feedback. 

 Plan overwritten by national plans and national imperatives 

 Request for a report on planning decisions made by the Council that were not 
in compliance with the Development Plan but were granted on foot of 
government guidelines post the Development Plan.  It is considered that this 
will be a good indicator of the relevancy of the current plan.  

 15 Minute City – how does the Development Plan feed into this concept 

 Inclusion of work hubs and working remotely/creation of employment zones 
and urban villages of mixed use. 

 Future of retail in the plan – change of use and support of the night time 
economy. 

 Underpinning infrastructure such as water supply must be addressed for the 
building levels expected now that Dublin City Council does not have control to 
deliver this infrastructure. 

 Who are the custodians of the Plan – who protects it.  

 Is there an opportunity within the Development Plan to raise funds in 
particular with reference to the Co-Living/Student and Buy to Rent 
developments being built.  
 

D. Scully clarified that the Development Plan is not a rolling over of the previous plan.  
All planning applications are assessed against the criteria of the Development Plan 
objectives.  The current issue of over-intensification of short term housing in specific 
areas needs to be written into the plan this time around so that when applications are 
received, they can be assessed against clear criteria e.g. Airbnb and transient 
student accommodation.  The development plan team are currently going through all 
the objectives from the last plan identifying whether they meet the needs of the city 
and sufficiently robust for inclusion.  
 
The Development Department are awaiting national guidelines from the Department 
setting out national objectives and national monitoring requirements.  The success of 
the Plan is also driven by the strength of the economy as it is dependent on private 
development in areas.   

 
With regard to the 15 Minutes City, the Council will look to include in the 
Development Plan the needs for the redevelopment of specific areas, community 
use, school needs, employment opportunities, mixed use developments and 
accessibility.   
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D. Scully confirmed that the Plan will build in policies and objectives for rezoning of 
areas such as urban villages to increase footfall and supporting businesses such as 
lunch time cafés.  There is a huge benefit to reducing traffic coming into the city by 
encouraging remote working cognisant of the fact that it is important to increase the 
population within the inter city and supporting businesses within the city centre.   
 
It was noted that it is important to support retail and the Development Department 
have commissioned a report highlighting the big issues, changes and comparative 
figures in retail.  It was further noted that it is a requirement that there is alignment of 
the various strategy so that they work together to deliver their objectives within their 
hierarchical structure.   
 
At the meeting it was stated that student accommodation is treated by the VO as 
classed as commercial and consequently has a rating liability.  This requires a post 
meeting clarification in that liability for rates in respect of student accommodation is 
assessed on a case by case basis.    
 
K. Quinn advised the Committee that office accommodation is the main cohort for 
commercial rates and so the importance of improving the public realm is linked to 
maintaining a demand for office space and the consequent footfall that office workers 
bring.     
 

 
5. Impact of online trading on physical trading  

K. Quinn presented a report to the committee which came out of the Finance SPC 
Work Programme on the impact of online trading on physical trading whereby the 
changing retail and digital trend might impact on Dublin City Council.  It was also to 
consider policy recommendations that would secure the best outcome for Dublin City.  
As the coronavirus pandemic has significantly changed many aspects of the 
economy including online trading and physical trading, the report provided a synopsis 
of trading trends to date based on available data.   
 
The report covered the following topics:   
 

 Central Bank Credit & Debit Card Spend date - showing comparative data for 
the period January 2015 – September 2020 which illustrates a rising trend 
peaking in April 2020.   

 Percentage of credit card spend that is eCommerce with the highest value 
indicated for May 2020 across the same period.  

 Proportion of total credit card spend demonstrating that the retail sector is 
most exposed to changes in online trading trends.   

 Growth rate between total spending on cards and eCommerce – this shows a 
more severe dip on total spending on cards than for eCommerce over the 
period March – July 2020 reflecting the impact of trading restrictions during 
this period.  

 Summary of CSO Data providing details on the proportion of turnover 
generated online by all Irish retail businesses per month across a number of 
retail sectors such as supermarket, department stores, electrical goods and 
motor trade among others showing a peak of activity in online sales over the 
first lockdown period. 

 The report set out the analysis by the CBRE across the property landscape in 
light of the onset of Covid 19 and the emerging trends and developments.   

 
In the conclusions drawn, it was noted that:  
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a) There is an increasing trend in the value of trade moving from physical to online 

trading  
b) The trend spiked during the period of the first lockdown 
c) The easing of restrictions and the reopening of retail correlated with a reduction 

in online trade and increased physical spend.  
d) The impact of online/physical trading patterns is significant on the retail sectors.  
e) 2021 will not bring about a return to previous norms in retail trading conditions.   
 
A number of issues were identified requiring further consideration by the Committee 
in seeking to establish the consequences for physical retailing and commercial rates: 
 

 Changes in the quantum of retail outlets operating physically only, online only 
and combined physical and online presence.   

 Changes in the quantum of office units occupied 

 Changes in the working pattern of office workers from office based to remote 

 Changes in the demand for rateable space falling from the above and 
resultant impact on commercial rates liability.  

 
Consideration by the committee at the conclusion of the item included:   
 

 Consideration should be given to not just online trends but also for example 
the impact of businesses changing the size of the premises needed, click and 
collect options etc.  

 There has been benefits to the shift to online during the lockdown to other 
businesses such as the technology sector, depot collection facilities and this 
needs to be examined.   

 Examine the role of retail in the urban centres and what will be the mix of 
activities in the recovery stage.   

 The extent to which restrictions will impact fully on businesses next year and 
a need to have discussions with Government around funding for the city 
regarding vacant units.  

 Request to identify the biggest risk to commercial rates post the pandemic 
restrictions.  K. Quinn outlined that there are many risks such as office 
capacity to feed retail, impact on retail, the hospitality and events sector.  It 
was noted that some sectors are trading well.  

 Analysis of the impact of Covid 19 on city centre retail trade on a micro level 

 Locals are shopping locally as they are wary of shopping in the city centre 
and people’s shopping habits may impact in the long term.   

 A. Sweeney offered the assistance of Ibec to share insights. 

 It was noted that the Dublin City Council’s enterprise base is more diversified 
and has a flexible rates base compared to other local authorities.   

 The need to include within the Development plan the ability to adapt and 
change the use of properties efficiently.  
 

It was agreed that an update would be provided to the SPC in 6-9 months when the 
impacts are clearer.   

 
Agreed: It was agreed to return to this item in 6-9 months.   
 

6. Apprenticeship Programme in Dublin City Council  
Brendan Hayden, A/Executive Manager, Human Resources Department, presented a 
report to the committee setting out the apprenticeship programme delivered by 
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Dublin City Council.   This report sets out the 26 apprenticeships across the various 
disciplines. The report set out details on the following: 
 

 Background – recruitment commenced in 2018 and are assigned to Housing 
& Environment and Transportation Departments over a 4 year period of the 
apprenticeship. 

 Expanding the Programme – TUD collaboration through the Access 
Programme 

 Budget Requirements - €95k is the approx. cost across a 4 year programme.  
Government Apprenticeship Incentive Scheme allows employers to apply for 
a €3K incentive payment for each registered apprenticeship.  

 
Some of the issues raised by the committee were as follows: 
 

 Compliments on the work being carried out on the apprenticeship 
programme. 

 Commended DCC on their engagement with TUD and SOLAS. 

 The need to showcase this programme to young adults as a valid career 
choice. 

 The need to increase the number of apprenticeships significantly. 

 Opportunity to increase the areas where apprenticeship numbers could be 
expanded including green projects such as insulation projects. 

 Apprenticeship opportunities for the new North City Depot and Parks. 

 Queries around adult apprenticeship opportunities. 

 Acknowledgement of the gender balance across the trades. 

 Query raised on whether DCC links up with PLCs and Outreach Programmes. 
 
B. Hayden noted the observations made and advised that the progress on 
apprenticeship numbers is reasonable considering that up to 2018 there were no 
apprenticeships in place.  He also noted that he would contact Cllr. Lonergan 
regarding linking up with PLCs and Outreach Programme opportunities in the future.   
 
Agreed: It was agreed that the issue of PLC’s and Outreach Programme 
opportunities will be pursued by B. Hayden with Cllr. Lonergan.   
 

7. Outcome of Civic Crowdfunding Market Soundings Exercise 
K. Quinn presented an update of progress on this concept which covered the areas 
of the market sounding process, key insights gained, mentorship of project 
creators/developers, community capacity, financial governance, connections to 
elected members and staff and costs involved.  Tender documents are currently 
being prepared and it is anticipated that they will go out to tender within a month.   
In conclusion, it was noted that the elements required for a successful crowdfunding 
platform are:  
 

 The engagement model, spanning mentoring, workshops etc., 

 Governance, across finance, data held etc., 

 Project related communications, including validation, funding, obligations etc., 

 Costs, involving the costs of specific services provided and the cost model of 
the platform. 

 
Observations from members included:   
 

 Queries around the caps applied to funding – K. Quinn advised that this 
would be spilt across the cost of what the Crowd Funder would charge and 
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the charge for each project.  Also there is the cap around the value of each 
project which would be small civic projects with an initial value of €5k-€10k for 
each project.    

 Review periods should be built into the tender documents to ensure that DCC 
are satisfied with progress being made. K. Quinn provided clarification on this 
matter. 

 Importance of promoting this initiative across the city.  K. Quinn clarified the 
approach that will be taken.   

 
8. Overview of Spending – Motion in the name of Cllr. Alison Gilliland 

 
K. Quinn presented a report on the progress made with developing some draft video 
clips for sharing on social media. These clips covered: 
 

 City Services 2021 – How they are paid for? 

 Commercial Rates – Who pays what? 

 Government Grants  
 
Members welcomed the work carried out and were requested to provide feedback to 
enable further development of clips on this issue.  Initial comments included: 
 

 Complimented the work that was carried out 

 Consideration to be given to the use of language/terms used that the public 
may not be familiar with seeing. 

 Inclusion of a clip that shows where the funding goes. 

 Consideration to be given to showing video clips to a review group for 
feedback purposes. 

 The marketing of this exercise is important so that the correct message is 
presented to members of the public on the expenditure on services across the 
city 

 Commercial rates – it is important to present this information clearly to the 
public. 

 This exercise raises the issue for the need for a citywide forum on financing of 
the city. 

 K. Quinn suggested that the video clips would be presented to a sample 
group for feedback.   
 

Agreed:  The final videos will be circulated to members for comment before 
publishing on social media.   
 

9. Audit Committee – agreed minutes of 17th September 2021  
Minutes noted 
 

10. Schedule of Finance SPC Meetings 2021  
Amendment to date of the March meeting from 18th to 25th was agreed.  

 
 
 
 
Signed:  Councillor Séamas McGrattan   Date: 21st January 2021  

Chairperson 
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Cllr Séamas McGrattan (Chairperson)  
Cllr. Daryl Barron  
Cllr Mary Callaghan    
Cllr Anthony Connaghan    
Cllr. Daithí De Róiste  
Cllr. Alison Gilliland  
Cllr James Geoghegan 
Cllr Dermot Lacey  
Cllr. Darcy Lonergan 
Cllr. Paddy McCartan  
Cllr. Noeleen Reilly  
Cllr. Nial Ring  
Jack Daly, Docklands Business Forum  
Eric Fleming, ICTU  
Tara Lillywhite-Torpey, Dublin Chamber of Commerce  
Professor Caroline McMullan, DCU 
Philip O’Callaghan, PPN 
Aidan Sweeney, IBEC  
 
Apologies 
 
 
Officials 
Kathy Quinn, Head of Finance 
Deirdre Scully, Deputy City Planner, Planning and Property Development Department  
Brendan Hayden, A/Executive Manager, Human Resources & Corporate Services 
Department 
Fiona Murphy, Senior Staff Officer, Finance Secretariat 
Mary Curran, PA to Head of Finance, Finance Secretariat  
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Dublin City Council 

City Hall, Dublin 2, Ireland 
 

Comhairle Cathrach Bhaile Átha Cliath 

Halla na Cathrach, Baile Átha Cliath 2, Éire 

T. 01 222 2102/3  E. finoff@dublincity.ie 

 

Minister Paschal Donohoe 
Department of Finance 
Government Buildings 
Upper Merrion Street 
Dublin 2, D02 R583                                                                                           5th February 2021 
 

 
Re: Reform of Local Property Tax  
 
 
Dear Minister Donohoe, 
 
At the meeting of Dublin City Council’s Finance Strategic Policy Committee on 21st January 
2021, the issue of the reform of the Local Property Tax was raised and debated.  In 
particular, the members raised concerns regarding the lack of evident progress in 
implementing reforms set out in the review that you initiated in early 2019 in conjunction with 
the Department of the Taoiseach, Public Expenditure & Reform and Housing, Local 
Government and Heritage.  
 
This Committee members agreed to correspond with you seeking a further update on the 
developments set out by you in your correspondence of 20th August 2019.  
 
The reform of Local Property Tax is a priority issue for the Committee, more so now in the 
context of the economic and financial impacts of the pandemic.  It is widely acknowledged 
that the introduction of public health measures requiring remote working and closing certain 
sectors of the economy such as hospitality and significant retail elements have had a 
disproportionate effect of Cities over rural or suburban areas.   
 
The LPT allocation framework requires immediate reform, with the introduction of the 
retention by each local authority of 100% of LPT receipts received in that authority.  Further 
the concept derived by the Department of Housing whereby Dublin City Council is termed as 
self-funding should be considered redundant.  This approach has resulted in monies paid by 
householders in Dublin City in meeting their LPT liability substituted by Government for 
grants to DCC for services.  In short the LPT has facilitated a lower government support for 
City services than previously.   
 
The Finance SPC members ask that you consider this issue and would wish to consider your 
response as early as possible.  The next remote meeting of the SPC is scheduled for 25th 
March 2021  
 
Yours sincerely, 

_ __ 
Cllr Séamas McGrattan  
Chairperson 
Finance Strategic Policy Committee 
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European 

Programmes 

2021 – 2027 

Preparatory 

Process Q4 2020
Economic Development Office & International Relations 

25th March 2021

Mary MacSweeney, Deputy Head EDE, CRES

Ciara O hAodha, Senior Economic Development Officer, EDE
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EU Programme 2027 – 2027 Preparation Process 2020

Economic Development& Enterprise SPC

International Relations & European Affairs SPC Working Group:

SPC Representative Member Cllr. Mary Freehill, Dublin City Council (Chair);

SPC Representative Member Cllr. Nial Ring, Dublin City Council;

SPC Sectoral Member Aidan Sweeney, IBEC; (Business Rep)

SPC Sectoral Member Odran Reid, Northside Homecare Service; (PPN Rep)

Supported by staff members: 
Anthony Flynn, Executive Manager, CRES; 
Greg Swift, Head of Enterprise & Economic Development, Dublin City Council; 
Mary MacSweeney, Deputy Head of Enterprise & Economic Development, DCC;  
Ciara O hAodha, Senior Economic Development Officer; 
Grainne Kelly, International Relations Officer
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EU Programme Preparation Process 2020

June 2020:

Economic Development 
& Enterprise SPC 
Working Group 

established on European 
Affairs & International 

Relations by SPC & 
Approved by CPG

July 2020:

Seminar held for

SPC Working Group 

with Eastern Midlands 

Regional Assembly & 

European Investment 

Bank

Sept 2020:

Proposed Process 
presented to SPC & 

approved; 

Proposed Process 
presented to CPG & 

approved

Oct 2020:

Stage 1: 

Internal Organisation 

Survey

Baseline Data Collated

DCC Capital Programme 

aligned with 5 EU Priority 

Areas

Nov 2020:

Stage 2: 

Internal Information 
Sessions with DCC Staff

Nov 2020:

Stage 2: 

Full Council Briefing:

Consultation with 
Elected Members

Dec 2020:

Stage 3: 

DCC EU Funding Strategy 
Document Developed

Senior Management & 
Elected Members 

Consultation

Aug 2020:

Submission prepared & 

submitted to NWRA 

on Dublin City Reqs for 

ESIF funds 

dissemination
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Step 1: 

Dublin City Council 

Internal European Funded 

Programme Survey: 

October 2020

• Sought to ascertain details on existing and past 
EU projects / EU funded national projects that 
Dublin City Council had participated in or 
applied to. 

• This was in order to prepare for future EU 
funding and project opportunities.

• Internal survey issued: October 2020
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Results Overview:

• Aggregated survey 
results

• Submissions were 
received from across 
the organisation:

- 8 Departments

- 14 sections
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Survey Overview:

The survey focused on the last EU budget period 
2014-2020 and was divided into 3 sections.

1. EU projects, completed and ongoing that 
DCC participated in, which involved European 
city / stakeholder partners

2. EU funded national projects that DCC 
participated in, which involved national / 
local stakeholder partners

3. Unsuccessful DCC applications for EU 
projects / EU funded national projects
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Departmental Submissions
50 Projects in 7 Year Period: 2014 – 2020:
- 35 Successful Projects (70%)

[33 Successful EU Funded Programmes; 2 National Programmes]
- 15 Unsuccessful Project (30%)
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Survey Section 1: EU projects, Completed & Ongoing that DCC participated in
Involving European city / stakeholder partners during 2014 – 2020

Success: 33 European Funded successful projects
DCC Departments: City Architects, CRES, Housing, Planning, 

Environment & Transportation; Smart Cities
European Programmes: Horizon 2020, Erasmus+, ERDF, Interreg NW and URBACT.
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Survey Section 2: EU funded National Projects that DCC participated in, 
which involved national / local stakeholder partners

Success: 2 National Funded successful projects
DCC Departments: Environment & Transportation
National Programmes: DCCAE – Climate Action Plan
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Survey Section 3:                 Unsuccessful DCC applications for EU projects /
EU Funded National Projects during 2014 – 2020

Unsuccessful: 15 European Funded unsuccessful projects
DCC Departments: CRES, Environment & Transportation; Smart Cities
European Programmes:         Horizon 2020, COSME, Ireland Wales Programme 

& Covid19 Regeneration Call,
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Stage 2: Information Sharing Sessions:

November 2020

Session 1: 

Urban & Regional Development

10th Nov

Session 3: 

Social  & Culture

17th Nov

Session 2: 

Horizon Europe

12th Nov

Session 4: 

Smart & Green

19th Nov

Stage 5:

Full Council Briefing

25th Nov
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Session 1: Urban & Regional Development 
Agenda

12:55 Staff reflections on previous project 

Applications and Implementation:

John O Hara, City Planning Officer

Deirdre Scully, Deputy City Planning Officer

Maryann Harris, Senior Executive Parks & 

Landscape Officer, Dublin City Council

13:10 Small group discussions: Break Out Rooms

13:25 Feedback from small groups

13:30 Closure:

Mary MacSweeney, Deputy Head of 

Enterprise & Economic Development

12:00 Welcome and introductions:  

Mary MacSweeney, Deputy Head of Enterprise & 

Economic Development, Dublin City Council

12:05 EU Programmes in 2021 - 2027 

Supporting Regional and Urban Development:

Jim Conway, Director 

Eastern and Midlands Regional Assembly

12:25 Q & A

12:30 EU Programmes in 2021 - 2027 

Supporting Regional and Urban Development:

Teresa Lennon, Head of the 

Irish Regions European Office, Brussels

12:50 Q & A
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Session 2: Horizon Europe (current H2020) 
Agenda

13:00 DCU on Horizon Europe Programme

Liana Drummond, EU Research Programmes

13:15 TU Dublin on Horizon Europe Programme

Dr Seriki Oluwasegun, Research Innovation

13:30 DCC Staff reflections on previous project 

Applications and Implementation:

Aaron O’Connor, Executive Intelligent 

Transportation Systems Officer

Nicola Graham, Smart City Operations 

Manager, Smart City Programme

13:40 Small group discussions: Break Out Rooms

13:55 Feedback from small groups

14:00 Closure:

Ciara O hAodha, Senior Economic 

Development Officer

12:00 Welcome and introductions:  

Mary MacSweeney, Deputy Head of Enterprise & 

Economic Development, Dublin City Council

12:05 From Horizon 2020 to Horizon Europe

Objectives and procedures:

Garrett Murray, Ireland Director

Horizon Europe Programme, Enterprise Ireland

12:25 Q & A

12:30 UCD on Horizon Europe Programme

Aine Moore, EU Research Manager

Prof. Francesco Pilla, Research

12:45 Trinity on Horizon Europe Programme

Emma Leahy, Enable Research Programme

Dr. Emma Siddall, Research & Innovation
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12:00 Welcome and introductions:  

Mary MacSweeney, Deputy Head of Enterprise & 

Economic Development, Dublin City Council

12:05      Rights, Citizenship, Justice & Equality Programmes:

What will change in the new EU 2021 – 2027 Budget:

Emma Murtagh, EU Programme Manager

The Wheel

12:25 Q & A

12:30 How will the Erasmus+ Programme evolve in the 

new EU 2021 – 2027 Budget Period?

Deirdre Finlay, Programme Manager, Léargas

12:50 Q & A

Session 3: Social & Culture 
Agenda

12:55 How will local arts, cultural projects; & events

be supported by the EU in the 2021- 2027 

Budget Period?

Aoife Tunney, Culture Officer, Arts Council, 

Creative Europe Ireland Desk

13:15 Q & A

13:20 DCC Staff reflections on previous project 

Applications and Implementation:

Liz Coman, Assistant Arts Officer, Arts Office

13:30 Q & A

13:35 Small group discussions: Break Out Rooms

13:50 Feedback from small groups

13:55 Closure:

Gráinne Kelly, International Relations
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12:00 Welcome and introductions:  

Richard Shakespeare, Assistant Chief Executive 

Dublin City Council

12:05      Emphasis on Green & Smart in the 2021 - 2027

Budget Period:

Patrick O’Riordan, Economic Counsellor

European Commission Representation in Ireland

12:25 Q & A

12:30 Opportunities for DCC participation in Green projects

supported by the EU in the new 2021 – 2027 Budget

Declan McCormac, Project Manager, CODEMA

12:50 Q & A

Session 4: Green & Smart
Agenda

12:55 DCC Staff reflections on previous project 

Applications and Implementation:

Jamie Cudden, Smart City Program Manager

Smart Cities, Chief Executive’s Office

13:15 Q & A

13:20 Small group discussions: Break Out Rooms

13:35 Feedback from small groups

13:40 Closure:

Mary MacSweeney, Deputy Head of 

Enterprise & Economic Development
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14:00 Welcome and Introductions:  

Anthony Flynn, Executive Manager

Dublin City Council

14:05      Dublin City Council Preparatory Process:

EU Programmes period 2021 - 2027

Mary MacSweeney, Deputy Head of Enterprise & 

Economic Development

14:20 Summation of National Contact Points overview 

EU Programmes in upcoming period 2021 – 2027

Wessel Badenhorst, Director, Urban Mode Ltd

Session 5: Full Council Briefing 
Agenda

14:35 EU Programmes in 2021 - 2027 

Supporting Regional and Urban Development

Jim Conway, Director 

Eastern and Midlands Regional Assembly

14:50 EU Programmes in 2021 - 2027 

Supporting Regional and Urban Development

Teresa Lennon, Head of the 

Irish Regions European Office, Brussels

15:05 Small group discussions: Break Out Rooms

15:20 Feedback from Break Out Groups

15:30 Closure:

Anthony Flynn, Executive Manager

Dublin City Council
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Dublin City Council Sections 

Created from EU Funding Programmes

Smart Dublin 

Smart Cities

Dublin.ie

Dublin Place   

Branding

CODEMA

Dublin’s Energy 

Agency

Culture 

Company
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Stage 3:   December 2020:

Development of Dublin City Council 

European Strategy Document 2021 - 2027 

• Development of Strategy – December 2020 

• To include:

• Collation of findings from Information Sharing Sessions 

• Overview of EU Funding Programme Opportunities & Timeframes 

for 2021 – 2027

• Completed 2020 Year End
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Stage 3:   Presentations: Q4 2020 & Q1 2021

• 15th December DCC Senior Management Team

• 18th December SPC Working Group on EU Affairs 

& International Relations

• 12th January Economic Development & Enterprise SPC 

• 23rd February Planning & Property SPC 

• 25th March Finance SPC

• 31st March Climate Action, Environment & Energy SPC
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Dublin City Council’s

European Programme Participation Strategy 

2021 - 2027 

• Aims & Objectives 

• Targets, Milestones & Indicators

• Policy Context of the Strategy

• EU Programmes relevant to DCC

• Co-operation with National Contact Points

• Regional Cooperation

• HEI Cooperation

• Citizen & Community Engagement 

• Internal EU Projects Support Services
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Dublin City Council’s

European Programme Participation Strategy 

2021 - 2027 

EU Programmes relevant to DCC Policies and Operations

- The Urban Agenda for the EU - LIFE

- Urban Innovative Actions (UIA) - Erasmus 

- URBACT - Creative Europe

- ETC Northwest Europe - Horizon Europe

- ESPON - CIVITAS
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Dublin City Council’s

European Programme Participation Strategy 

2021 - 2027 

Proposed EU Project Alignment Matrix
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Dublin City Council’s

European Programme Participation Strategy 

2021 - 2027 

Next Steps:

• Implementation of Strategy

• Creation of European Support Office
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Q & A

Economic Development & International Relations 
Offices

25th March 2021
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European 
Programmes 
2021 – 2027 
Preparatory 
Process Q4 2020
Economic Development Office & International Relations 

25th March 2021

Mary MacSweeney, Deputy Head EDE, CRES

Ciara O hAodha, Senior Economic Development Officer, EDE
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EU Programme 2027 – 2027 Preparation Process 2020

Economic Development& Enterprise SPC

International Relations & European Affairs SPC Working Group:

SPC Representative Member Cllr. Mary Freehill, Dublin City Council (Chair);

SPC Representative Member Cllr. Nial Ring, Dublin City Council;

SPC Sectoral Member Aidan Sweeney, IBEC; (Business Rep)

SPC Sectoral Member Odran Reid, Northside Homecare Service; (PPN Rep)

Supported by staff members: 
Anthony Flynn, Executive Manager, CRES; 
Greg Swift, Head of Enterprise & Economic Development, Dublin City Council; 
Mary MacSweeney, Deputy Head of Enterprise & Economic Development, DCC;  
Ciara O hAodha, Senior Economic Development Officer; 
Grainne Kelly, International Relations Officer

2
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EU Programme Preparation Process 2020

June 2020:

Economic Development 
& Enterprise SPC 
Working Group 

established on European 
Affairs & International 

Relations by SPC & 
Approved by CPG

3

July 2020:

Seminar held for
SPC Working Group 

with Eastern Midlands 
Regional Assembly & 
European Investment 

Bank

Sept 2020:

Proposed Process 
presented to SPC & 

approved; 

Proposed Process 
presented to CPG & 

approved

Oct 2020:
Stage 1: 

- Internal Organisation 
Survey

- Baseline Data Collated
- DCC Capital Programme 
aligned with 5 EU Priority 

Areas

Nov 2020:

Stage 2: 

Internal Information 
Sessions with DCC Staff

Nov 2020:

Stage 2: 

Full Council Briefing:

Consultation with 
Elected Members

Dec 2020:

Stage 3: 

DCC EU Funding Strategy 
Document Developed

Senior Management & 
Elected Members 

Consultation

Aug 2020:

Submission prepared & 
submitted to NWRA 

on Dublin City Reqs for 
ESIF funds 

disseminationP
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Step 1: 
Dublin City Council 
Internal European Funded 
Programme Survey: 
October 2020

• Sought to ascertain details on existing and past 
EU projects / EU funded national projects that 
Dublin City Council had participated in or 
applied to. 

• This was in order to prepare for future EU 
funding and project opportunities.

• Internal survey issued: October 2020

4
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Results Overview:

5

• Aggregated survey 
results

• Submissions were 
received from across 
the organisation:

- 8 Departments

- 14 sections
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Survey Overview:

The survey focused on the last EU budget period 
2014-2020 and was divided into 3 sections.

1. EU projects, completed and ongoing that 
DCC participated in, which involved European 
city / stakeholder partners

2. EU funded national projects that DCC 
participated in, which involved national / 
local stakeholder partners

3. Unsuccessful DCC applications for EU 
projects / EU funded national projects

6
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Departmental Submissions

7

50 Projects in 7 Year Period: 2014 – 2020:
- 35 Successful Projects (70%)

[33 Successful EU Funded Programmes; 2 National Programmes]
- 15 Unsuccessful Project (30%)
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Survey Section 1: EU projects, Completed & Ongoing that DCC participated in
Involving European city / stakeholder partners during 2014 – 2020

Success: 33 European Funded successful projects
DCC Departments: City Architects, CRES, Housing, Planning, 

Environment & Transportation; Smart Cities
European Programmes: Horizon 2020, Erasmus+, ERDF, Interreg NW and URBACT.

8
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Survey Section 2: EU funded National Projects that DCC participated in, 
which involved national / local stakeholder partners

Success: 2 National Funded successful projects
DCC Departments: Environment & Transportation
National Programmes: DCCAE – Climate Action Plan

9
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Survey Section 3:                 Unsuccessful DCC applications for EU projects /
EU Funded National Projects during 2014 – 2020

Unsuccessful: 15 European Funded unsuccessful projects
DCC Departments: CRES, Environment & Transportation; Smart Cities
European Programmes:         Horizon 2020, COSME, Ireland Wales Programme 

& Covid19 Regeneration Call,

10
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Stage 2: Information Sharing Sessions:
November 2020

Session 1: 

Urban & Regional Development

10th Nov

Session 3: 

Social  & Culture

17th Nov

11

Session 2: 

Horizon Europe

12th Nov

Session 4: 

Smart & Green

19th Nov

Stage 5:
Full Council Briefing

25th Nov
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Session 1: Urban & Regional Development 
Agenda

12:55 Staff reflections on previous project 
Applications and Implementation:

John O Hara, City Planning Officer

Deirdre Scully, Deputy City Planning Officer

Maryann Harris, Senior Executive Parks & 
Landscape Officer, Dublin City Council

13:10 Small group discussions: Break Out Rooms

13:25 Feedback from small groups

13:30 Closure:
Mary MacSweeney, Deputy Head of 
Enterprise & Economic Development

12:00 Welcome and introductions:  
Mary MacSweeney, Deputy Head of Enterprise & 
Economic Development, Dublin City Council

2

12:05 EU Programmes in 2021 - 2027 
Supporting Regional and Urban Development:
Jim Conway, Director 
Eastern and Midlands Regional Assembly

12:25 Q & A

12:30 EU Programmes in 2021 - 2027 
Supporting Regional and Urban Development:
Teresa Lennon, Head of the 
Irish Regions European Office, Brussels

12:50 Q & A
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Session 2: Horizon Europe (current H2020) 
Agenda

13:00 DCU on Horizon Europe Programme
Liana Drummond, EU Research Programmes

13:15 TU Dublin on Horizon Europe Programme
Dr Seriki Oluwasegun, Research Innovation

13:30 DCC Staff reflections on previous project 
Applications and Implementation:
Aaron O’Connor, Executive Intelligent 
Transportation Systems Officer
Nicola Graham, Smart City Operations 
Manager, Smart City Programme

13:40 Small group discussions: Break Out Rooms
13:55 Feedback from small groups
14:00 Closure:

Ciara O hAodha, Senior Economic 
Development Officer

12:00 Welcome and introductions:  
Mary MacSweeney, Deputy Head of Enterprise & 
Economic Development, Dublin City Council

2
12:05 From Horizon 2020 to Horizon Europe

Objectives and procedures:
Garrett Murray, Ireland Director
Horizon Europe Programme, Enterprise Ireland

12:25 Q & A

12:30 UCD on Horizon Europe Programme
Aine Moore, EU Research Manager
Prof. Francesco Pilla, Research

12:45 Trinity on Horizon Europe Programme
Emma Leahy, Enable Research Programme
Dr. Emma Siddall, Research & Innovation
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12:00 Welcome and introductions:  
Mary MacSweeney, Deputy Head of Enterprise & 
Economic Development, Dublin City Council

12:05      Rights, Citizenship, Justice & Equality Programmes:
What will change in the new EU 2021 – 2027 Budget:
Emma Murtagh, EU Programme Manager
The Wheel

12:25 Q & A

12:30 How will the Erasmus+ Programme evolve in the 
new EU 2021 – 2027 Budget Period?
Deirdre Finlay, Programme Manager, Léargas

12:50 Q & A

Session 3: Social & Culture 
Agenda

12:55 How will local arts, cultural projects; & events
be supported by the EU in the 2021- 2027 
Budget Period?
Aoife Tunney, Culture Officer, Arts Council, 
Creative Europe Ireland Desk

13:15 Q & A

13:20 DCC Staff reflections on previous project 
Applications and Implementation:
Liz Coman, Assistant Arts Officer, Arts Office

13:30 Q & A
13:35 Small group discussions: Break Out Rooms
13:50 Feedback from small groups

13:55 Closure:
Gráinne Kelly, International Relations
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12:00 Welcome and introductions:  
Richard Shakespeare, Assistant Chief Executive 
Dublin City Council

12:05      Emphasis on Green & Smart in the 2021 - 2027
Budget Period:
Patrick O’Riordan, Economic Counsellor
European Commission Representation in Ireland

12:25 Q & A

12:30 Opportunities for DCC participation in Green projects
supported by the EU in the new 2021 – 2027 Budget
Declan McCormac, Project Manager, CODEMA

12:50 Q & A

Session 4: Green & Smart
Agenda

12:55 DCC Staff reflections on previous project 
Applications and Implementation:
Jamie Cudden, Smart City Program Manager
Smart Cities, Chief Executive’s Office

13:15 Q & A

13:20 Small group discussions: Break Out Rooms

13:35 Feedback from small groups

13:40 Closure:

Mary MacSweeney, Deputy Head of 
Enterprise & Economic Development
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14:00 Welcome and Introductions:  
Anthony Flynn, Executive Manager
Dublin City Council

14:05      Dublin City Council Preparatory Process:
EU Programmes period 2021 - 2027
Mary MacSweeney, Deputy Head of Enterprise & 
Economic Development

14:20 Summation of National Contact Points overview 
EU Programmes in upcoming period 2021 – 2027
Wessel Badenhorst, Director, Urban Mode Ltd

Session 5: Full Council Briefing 
Agenda

14:35 EU Programmes in 2021 - 2027 
Supporting Regional and Urban Development
Jim Conway, Director 
Eastern and Midlands Regional Assembly

14:50 EU Programmes in 2021 - 2027 
Supporting Regional and Urban Development
Teresa Lennon, Head of the 
Irish Regions European Office, Brussels

15:05 Small group discussions: Break Out Rooms

15:20 Feedback from Break Out Groups

15:30 Closure:
Anthony Flynn, Executive Manager
Dublin City Council
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Dublin City Council Sections 
Created from EU Funding Programmes

Smart Dublin 
Smart Cities

Dublin.ie
Dublin Place   

Branding

CODEMA
Dublin’s Energy 

Agency

Culture 
Company

17
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Stage 3:   December 2020:
Development of Dublin City Council 
European Strategy Document 2021 - 2027 

• Development of Strategy – December 2020 

• To include:

• Collation of findings from Information Sharing Sessions 

• Overview of EU Funding Programme Opportunities & Timeframes 
for 2021 – 2027

• Completed 2020 Year End

18
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Stage 3:   Presentations: Q4 2020 & Q1 2021

• 15th December DCC Senior Management Team

• 18th December SPC Working Group on EU Affairs 

& International Relations

• 12th January Economic Development & Enterprise SPC 

• 23rd February Planning & Property SPC 

• 25th March Finance SPC

• 31st March Climate Action, Environment & Energy SPC

19
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Dublin City Council’s
European Programme Participation Strategy 

2021 - 2027 

• Aims & Objectives 

• Targets, Milestones & Indicators

• Policy Context of the Strategy

• EU Programmes relevant to DCC

• Co-operation with National Contact Points

• Regional Cooperation

• HEI Cooperation

• Citizen & Community Engagement 

• Internal EU Projects Support Services
20
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Dublin City Council’s
European Programme Participation Strategy 

2021 - 2027 
EU Programmes relevant to DCC Policies and Operations

21

- The Urban Agenda for the EU - LIFE

- Urban Innovative Actions (UIA) - Erasmus 

- URBACT - Creative Europe

- ETC Northwest Europe - Horizon Europe

- ESPON - CIVITAS
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Dublin City Council’s
European Programme Participation Strategy 

2021 - 2027 

Proposed EU Project Alignment Matrix

22
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Dublin City Council’s
European Programme Participation Strategy 

2021 - 2027 

Next Steps:

• Implementation of Strategy

• Creation of European Support Office

23
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Q & A

Economic Development & International Relations 
Offices

25th March 2021
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Dublin City Council’s European Programme Participation Strategy 2021 – 2027 Overview 

 

Dublin City Council’s European Programme Participation Strategy 2021 – 2027 

 

Overview prepared for the Finance SPC  

 

25th March 2021 

 

The Economic Development Office & International Relations Office within Dublin City Council 

progressed a preparation process in advance of the upcoming European Funding Programme 

2021 – 2027, as outlined below.  

 

In late September 2020, the Economic Development & Enterprise Strategic Policy Committee 

Working Group on International Relations & European Affairs, sought to ascertain details on 

existing and past EU projects and EU funded national projects that Dublin City Council 

has participated in or applied to. This was in order to prepare for future EU funding and project 

opportunities and to gain an understanding of the level and scope of EU funded projects 

under the 2014 to 2020 EU budget cycle and to assist in raising awareness of funding 

opportunities in the new EU budget cycle (2021-2027).  

 

Project Overview: 

An external co-ordinator, Urban Mode Ltd, was appointed to progress European project 

proposal potential. A project proposal was developed to examine the Council’s capability and 

capacity for developing European funding opportunities for the upcoming 2021 – 2027 

European Funding programme. The Corporate Policy Group, which met on 25th September 

were informed of this approach.  

 

The preparation process involved a 3 stage approach being carried out: 

Stage Process Timeframe 

Stage 1 Complete Internal Organisation Survey October 2020 

Stage 2 Develop & Deliver Staff Information Sessions November 2020 

Stage 3 Develop European Programme Strategy Document December 2020 

 

Stage 1: Internal organisation survey:  

In the first week in October 2020, a survey questionnaire was issued to all departments and 

sections across the organisation. Submissions were received from 8 Departments and 14 

sections. All data was collated, reviewed and presented to the SPC working group on 12th 

October 2020. 

 

Stage 2: Information Sharing Events:  

European Programme Information sharing meetings were developed and scheduled to be 

held in collaboration with National Contact Points for various programmes. It is noted there 

has already been a seminar with Eastern Midlands Regional Assembly and the European 

Investment Bank on 29th July with the SPC Working Group. Four information sessions have 

been delivered for internal Dublin City Council staff in November and a full overview 

information session with the full council on 25th November 2020.  
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Dublin City Council’s European Programme Participation Strategy 2021 – 2027 Overview 

 

Stage 3: European Programme Participation Strategy for Dublin City Council:  

Following the data gathering and information sharing process stages, development of a 

strategy document for European Programme Participation 2021 - 2027 for Dublin City Council 

was commenced in late November. This strategy document contains baseline data on 

expertise & knowledge across the organisation, programme details and processes collated 

from 5 Information sharing meetings and seminars & consultations taken place with elected 

members & senior management.  

 

The draft strategy document was presented to the Senior Management team on 15th 

December; presented to the SPC Working Group on European Affairs & International 

Relations on 18th December, the Economic Development & Enterprise SPC on 12th January 

2021 and the Corporate Policy Committee on 19th February 2021.  

 

Next Steps: 

A European Programme Office is now being researched for establishment within Dublin City 

Council. 
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An Roinn Airgeadais, Oifig na Rátaí, 

16 Sráid an Chaisleáin, Baile Átha Cliath 2. 

 

Finance Department, Rates Office, 

16 Castle Street, Dublin 2. 

                                                T: 01 222 2171 F: 01 679 3051 or 01 222 2958, E: ratesoffice@dublincity.ie 

 

 
Report to the Finance Strategic Policy Committee 

 
Report on Rates Debtors 31st December 2020 

 

 
The Local Government (Financial Procedures and Audit) No 2 regulations 2014 provide that a rating 
authority on completion of the schedules of uncollected rates at the end of each financial year 
submits a report to the members of the Local Authority.  
 
This report on commercial rates arrears at the 31st December 2020 sets out the following 
information: 
 

 2020 Local Authority Sector target improvement for rates collection 
 

 Commercial rates funding 

 Rates Collection Performance Y2016 – Y2020 

 Covid -19 and financial support  

 Level of arrears during the period 2016 – 2020 

 Age Profile of the 2020 arrears  

 Analysis of the 2020 arrears accounts 

 Analysis of the 2020 arrears by rate description category 

 2020 arrears schedule status  

 2020 arrears by electoral area 

 Conclusion 

2020 Local Authority Sector target improvement for rates collection 
 
A local government debt management project group was set up in the 1st quarter 2015 which 
consisted of representatives from a number of Local Authorities, the DoHLG&H and the LGMA in 
response to a government review of the collection of all public sector debt. Commercial rates arrears 
of €394M were outstanding at 1/1/15 within the sector and the focus of the group was to: 
 

 Achieve a target improvement in rate collection for each authority 
 

 Improvements in collection and administration of debt management procedures 
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Significant progress has been achieved within the sector in reducing the level of arrears down to 
€226M at the end of 2019. Annual collection targets were assigned to each Local Authority. The 
2019 % collection targets as assigned were banded as below with the lower performing authorities 
required to improve collection by those higher percentages as outlined in the table. 
 
Table 1 – Rate Collection Targets 

 

 2018 Rate Collection  Target Collection Rate 
2019 

Band 1 90% - 100% No change 

Band 2 85% - 89% +1% 

Band 3 80% - 84% +2% 

Band 4 Minimum Collection  80% 

  
 
No 2020 target collection % was issued to any Local Authority due to the constraints and associated 
economic impacts on businesses and the implementation of business support measures such as 
the rates waiver schemes. 
  
Commercial Rates Funding  
 

The City Council exercises restraint in setting commercial rate charges in order to support 
competitiveness in the economy, nationally and locally, and to sustain the commercial rate base 
within the City.  It should be noted that the City Council’s 2021 revenue budget is 34% funded by 
commercial rates and therefore the performance on rate collection is critical to the funding provision 
of services.  
 
I have set out in the table below, details of movement in the Council’s ARV since 2016.  
 
Table 2 – Movement in Annual Rate on Valuation 
 

YEAR 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

ARV 0.0% +0.78% 0.0% +1.2% +2.7% 

 

The approach of Dublin City Council in the area of commercial rates and other charges it imposes 
on the business sector compares favourably with the performance of other sectors where above 
inflation price increases have been the norm over recent years. The additional income supports key 
services and increased demand. 
 
The commercial rates annual charges over the period 2016 – 2020 are detailed in table below. 
 
Table 3 – Commercial Rates Income 

 

Year Rates Income 

2016 €324,501,784 

2017 €321,481,363 

2018 €324,255,552 

2019 €338,299,503 

2020 €357,693,512 

 
Source: DCC Annual Financial Statements 2016 – 2020 
 

The 2020 income increase of €19.4M is primarily due to €9.3M commercial rate increase, rating of 
the Irish Water network €6.2M and the balance €3.9 resulting from additional buoyancy. 
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The graph below identifies the breakdown of charges per electoral area. South East Inner City and 
North Inner City account for 68% of the annual charge. 
 
Graph 1 – 2020 Commercial Rates Income by Electoral Area 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rates Collection Percentages Y2016 – Y2020 
 
Table 4 below outlines the year on year improvement by DCC in the collection of rates having 
increased collection performance by 4.5% during the period 2016-2019. This equates to an 
improved cash performance of €15M per annum. 
 

The increase in receipts of €3.8M in 2017 compares favourably with a reduction of €4.8M in the 
2017 total warrant for collection. The 2018 receipts level compares favourably with 2017 given the 
reduction of €5M in the total warrant for collection. The increase in receipts of €13.4M in 2019 
compares favourably with the increase in the total warrant for collection of €8.8M. 

 
The 2019 write offs include €7.6M in respect of vacancy refunds as provided by S71 of the Local 
Government Dublin Act 1930 as amended by S31 of the Local Government Act 2014. In addition, 
an amount of €1.3M was written off in 2019 following determination of appeals on valuation by the 
Valuation Tribunal. An amount of €5.3M was written off due to demolitions. The balance of amounts 
written off is primarily in respect of those cases where debt recovery procedures have been 
exhausted and there is no prospect of recovery. 
 
The 2020 10% reduction in collection primarily results from the accounting treatment of the 
commercial rates waiver being netted from the total warrant for collection (€380.7m). This has the 
effect of reducing the % collected in the final column. The Council received a grant equal to the 
amount waived. For prior year comparison purposes if the income was included in the Amount 
Collected column rather than the Waived/Credits column the % collected would have been 91%. 
 

Artane-Whitehall, 
€13.0m, 4%

Ballyfermot-
Drimnagh, €19.7m, 

5%

Ballymun-Finglas, 
€7.3m, 2%

Cabra-Glasnevin, 

€9.1m, 3%

Clontarf, €5.3m, 1%

Donaghmede, €3.0m, 
1%

Kimmage-Rathmines, 

€8.0m, 2%

North Inner City, 
€88.4m, 25%

Pembroke, €32.9m, 
9%

South East Inner City, 

€156.0m, 44%

South West Inner 
City, €15.0m, 4%
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It should be noted that in an extremely challenging year that the year-end arrears increased by 
€11M which represents 2.8% of the total 2020 warrant. I consider this performance extremely 
positive taking consideration of the 2020 economic environment and restrictions on businesses. 
 
 
Table 4 – Analysis of DCC Rates Collection Y2016 – Y2020 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: DCC Annual Financial Statements 2016 – 2020 
 

The City Council’s collection performance compares favourably with the comparative average of the 
Irish Local Authority Sector. The graph below outlines the average annual sectoral % collection 
performances of 84%, 86%, 88% and 89% respectively for the years 2016 - 2019.  
 
The 2020 comparative figures for the sector are not available to date.  
 
Graph 2 – DCC vs City and County Councils Rates Percentage Collection 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: DCC Annual Financial Statements 2016 - 2019 
 Local Government Audit Service Activity Reports 

 

 

 

Year
Arrears    

01-Jan
Charge Write Off

Commercial 

Rates 

Waivers

Total for 

Collection
Receipts

Arrears at     

31-Dec

Specific 

Doubtful 

Arrears

% 

Collected

€m €m €m €m €m €m €m €m

2016 51.1 324.5 31.4 0.0 344.2 303.1 41.1 5.7 89.5%

2017 41.1 321.5 23.2 0.0 339.4 306.9 32.4 3.6 91.5%

2018 32.4 324.3 22.3 0.0 334.4 306.7 27.8 2.5 92.4%

2019 27.8 338.3 22.9 0.0 343.2 320.1 23.1 2.0 94.0%

2020 23.1 357.7 16.0 159.5 205.3 171.2 34.1 1.8 84.0%

89.5% 91.5%
92.4% 94.0%

84.0%
86.0%

88.0% 89.0%

55.0%

60.0%

65.0%

70.0%

75.0%

80.0%

85.0%

90.0%

95.0%

100.0%

2016 2017 2018 2019

DCC City & County Councils
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Covid -19 and Financial Support 

The Minister for Housing, Local Government and Heritage introduced a 9 months commercial rates 
waiver effective from the 27th March to enhance the supports available for enterprise and in 
recognition of the fact that not only had many ratepayers been forced to close business due to the 
public health requirements, but many others who remained open suffered significant reductions in 
turnover. The scheme provided for certain categories of businesses to be excluded. The 100% 
waiver for 9 months was applied to 18,783 accounts which represented 92% of total rate accounts. 
The value of the waiver as applied was €159.5M which was 60% of the charge for the 9 months 
period. 
 
Table 5 – Rates Waiver by Charge Range 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Graph 3 – Rates Waiver by Valuation Category 
 
The graph below shows the breakdown of the waiver value per valuation category. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Miscellaneous, 
€15.9m, 10%

Hospitality, 
€22.3m, 14%

Industrial, 

€15.5m, 10%

Leisure, €6.4m, 
4%

Office, €49.7m, 

31%

Retail, €49.7m, 

31%

Charge 2020
No. of 

Accounts

No. of 

Rates 

Waiver 

Accounts

% of 

Accounts 

Waiver 

Applied

Rates 

Waiver 

Credit

€m

0.00-999 1,910 1,699 89.0% 0.8

1,000-2,999 5,776 5,461 94.5% 8.0

3,000-4,999 3,652 3,496 95.7% 10.3

5,000-9,999 3,978 3,794 95.4% 20.0

10,000-24,999 2,880 2,675 92.9% 30.7

25,000-49,999 1,098 981 89.3% 25.7

50,000-74,999 402 330 82.1% 15.0

75,000-99,999 168 146 86.9% 9.4

100,000+ 479 201 42.0% 39.6

Total 20,343 18,783 92.3% 159.5
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Graph 4 – Rates Waiver by Electoral Area 
 
The graph below shows the breakdown of the waiver value per electoral area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Level of Arrears for the Period 2016– 2020 
 

The economic downturn and global financial crisis which initiated the recession post 2008 
significantly impacted to the highest increased level of arrears of €76.3M in 2012. The graph below 
clearly outlines the changing level of arrears over the period and the progress made in reducing the 
arrears year on year. The reduction in arrears to €23.1M in 2019 was primarily due to an 
improvement in the annual % collection, a focused debt management approach, improvement in 
economic factors and the conclusion of liquidation / receivership cases. 
 
It should be noted that the 2019 level of arrears of €23.1M was the lowest since 1999. 
 
The 2020 level of arrears of €34.1M an increase of €11.1M on 2019 results from the financial impact 
of Covid 19 on ratepayers and the low level of performance during 2020 on the incoming arrears 
from prior years given that the majority of those ratepayers were significantly impacted by business 
closures. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cabra-Glasnevin, 
€5.5m, 4%

North Inner City, 
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Graph 5 – Rates Debtor Y2016 – Y2020 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Age Profile of the 2020 Arrears of €34.1M 
 
The graph as below shows that €17.9M (53%) of the arrears comprise of charges accrued in respect 
of 2020 and €6.7M (20%) refers to charges accrued in 2019 with the balance of €9.5M (27%) in 
respect of charges pre 2019. 
 
Graph 6 – Age Profile of 2020 Arrears 
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Analysis of the 2020 Arrears Accounts 
 

There are 6939 accounts in arrears @ 31/12/20 which equates to 34% of the total number of rate 
accounts in 2020. The number of accounts in arrears has increased by 2909 in comparison with 
2019. The table below shows that 60% of those accounts in arrears have an annual charge below 
€5,000. This is in line with the performance in 2019. In addition, 82% of the arrears value (€28M) 
relates to accounts where the annual rates charge > €5000. This reflects the challenging economic 
environment as presented in 2020 and the operating constraints placed on ratepayers. 
 
Table 6 – Rate Arrears by Charge Range 
 

Charge 2020 
No. of 
Accounts 

No. of 
Accounts 
in 
Arrears 

Arrears at 
31/12/20 

Arrears 
% 

      €m   

0.00-999 1,910 747 0.5 1.6% 

1,000-2,999 5,776 2,099 2.7 7.8% 

3,000-4,999 3,652 1,257 2.9 8.4% 

5,000-9,999 3,978 1,381 5.4 15.9% 

10,000-24,999 2,880 937 6.4 18.8% 

25,000-49,999 1,098 305 3.4 9.9% 

50,000-74,999 402 79 2.2 6.4% 

75,000-99,999 168 29 0.6 1.8% 

100,000+ 479 105 10.0 29.4% 

Total 20,343 6,939 34.1 100.0% 
 
 
Analysis of the 2020 Arrears by Rate Description Category 
 

Further analysis of the arrears identifies the breakdown per category as per the graph. 
 
Graph 7 – Arrears by Category 
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2020 Arrears Schedule Status  
 

The table below outlines the current status of the breakdown of the €34.1M arrears.   
 
 
Table 7 – Analysis of Arrears Schedule Status 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2020 Arrears by Electoral Area 
 

The graph below shows the breakdown of the arrears per electoral area. 
 
Graph 8 – Arrears by Electoral Area 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Status
Arrears 

Amount

Arrears 

Amount %

€m

Court Proceedings 5.0 14.7%

Liquidations / Receiverships / Ceased Trading 1.8 5.2%

Revisions / Appeals / VTA 1.5 4.3%

Settlements agreed / Pending / Discharged by 

Instalments 8.7 25.6%

Under Investigation / Law Dept 13.7 40.2%

Account For Write Off / Written Off 1.2 3.5%

Decree Obtained / Warrant 2.2 6.5%

Total 34.1 100.0%
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Conclusion 
 
2020 was an unprecedented year for businesses and the national economy. It presented significant 
challenges to those operating businesses with uncertainty regarding opening and constraints on 
capacity. The same constraints continue into 2021 and the support by Government in   providing 
the commercial rates waiver alleviates some pressures on businesses and provides a cash flow to 
the City Council to continue service delivery as planned. 
 

In setting and collecting commercial rates, the Council is tasked with performing an extremely 
delicate balancing act in ensuring that local businesses pay rates and being conscious of supporting 
those businesses where financial pressures present from time to time. 

The council operates its rates policy on a consistent basis, with flexibility and reasonableness, 
seeking to ensure that where financial difficulties exist, arrangements can be put in place which 
allows rates to be paid on a basis that facilitates businesses to continue trading. 

Finally, I want to acknowledge the flexibility, resilience and commitment of the rate collectors and 
rates staff in operating in a very challenging year and ensuring the effective administration of the 
rates waiver schemes, the functions of the rates office and communication with all ratepayers during 
the year. 

 
Fintan Moran 
Head of Management Accounting 
 
10th March 2021 
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Rannóg Cuntasaíocht Airgeadais, An Roinn Airgeadais, 
Oifigí na Cathrach, An Ché Adhmaid, Baile Átha Cliath 8, Éire 

 
Financial Accounting Section, Finance Department, 

Civic Offices, Wood Quay, Dublin 8, Ireland  
T. 01 222 2711  Email: Antoinette.Power@dublincity.ie 

 
 

 
Report to the Finance Strategic Policy Committee 

 
Report on Year End Debtors 2020 

 

 
Introduction 
 
The active pursuit and collection of all revenues due to the Council is of paramount importance. 
Individual managers within departments and areas are accountable and responsible for the 
identification of potential income sources, the timely issue of invoices and the ultimate collection of 
the money due. The collection of all outstanding amounts in a timely manner is an essential activity 
for the efficient running of an organisation.  It results in positive cash flow impact, reduced borrowing 
requirements and associated borrowing costs and ensures that third parties are aware that the 
Council intend to fully pursue all monies owing.  

 
Debtors Balances 
 
Table A below shows the total amount owed / accrued to DCC at the end of December 2020 
compared with the opening balance at the start of the year, broken down over the main Debtor 
categories. Revenue Debtors have decreased from €347.8m at the start of the year to €340.5m at 
the end of December 2020. This net decrease is mainly due to a combination of lower Government 
Debtors and higher Commercial Debtors. 
 
Table A 
 

 
Opening Balance 
(Gross Debtors) 
01/01/2020 

Closing Balance  
(Gross Debtors) 
31/12/2020 

Trade Debtors     

Government Debtors 197,266,443 168,707,953 

Commercial Debtors  49,825,515 68,841,117 

Non-Commercial Debtors 44,839,724 42,679,670 

Other Services  9,770,230 7,376,541 

Other Local Authorities  6,735,340 6,452,781 

Total Trade Debtors 308,437,252 294,058,062 

Other Debtors     

Development Levy Debtors  39,390,531 46,407,384 

Total Other Debtors  39,390,531 46,407,384 

  
347,827,783 340,465,446 

Overall Current Debtors 
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A bad debt provision of €142.5m has been maintained against the outstanding debt in Accountings 
with the Local Government Accounting Code of Practice. 
 
Government Debtors  
€168.7m is owed by Government Departments at the end of December 2020.  This is a reduction 
of €28.6m on the opening balance at 01/01/2020 of €197.3m. The debtor at the end of December 
is broken down in Table B below by Division and across Revenue and Capital. 
 
Table B 
 

DEPARTMENT REVENUE CAPITAL TOTAL 

Housing and Building 29,687,519 101,200,597 130,888,116 

Roads Transportation and Safety 245,872 2,914,474 3,160,346 

Planning and Development    11,509  0  11,510 

Recreation and Amenity 105,232 379,113 484,345 

Miscellaneous Services 34,163,637 0  34,163,637 

Total 64,213,769 104,494,184 168,707,954 

 
The Revenue Government Debtor of €64.2m is broken down as follows: 
 

 Homeless      €13.0m 

 HAP         €7.0m 

 CLSS        €6.6m 

 Covid-19 support    €34.1m 

 Other         €3.5m 
 
Housing Capital Project claims and accruals amounting to €104.5m at the end of December 2020 
are as follows: 
 

 Purchase of Houses             €26.4m  

 Housing Development                             €51.1m  

 Refurbishment Houses/Voids                      €2.0m               

 Voluntary Housing                                        € 21.7m    

 Other / Misc.     €  3.3m                  
 

 
Commercial Debtors 
 
Commercial Rates 

 
Details in relation to the Rates collection are set out in Table C and D below, showing the overall 
collected percentage for 2019 and 2020. 
 
Table C 

 

Opening 
Balance 

January 2020 

Debit 
raised 

Receipts 
less 

Write Offs / 
Vacant  

Property adj/ 
Waivers 

Balance 
December 

2020 

Specific 
doubtful 
arrears 

 % 
Collected 

Refunds 

23,058,148 357,693,512 171,187,309 175,500,959 34,063,392 1,835,016  84% 
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Table D 
 

Opening 
Balance 

January 2019 

Debit 
raised 

Receipts 
less 

Refunds 

Write Offs / 
Vacant  

Property 
adj/ Waivers 

Balance 
December 

2019 

Specific 
doubtful 
arrears 

 % 
Collected 

27,761,895 338,299,503 320,093,620 22,909,631 23,058,147 2,036,003 94% 

 
The 2020 10% reduction in collection primarily results from the accounting treatment of the 
commercial rates waiver.  The amount of rates waived was taken off the total warrant for collection 
(€357.7+ €23m = €380.7m). This has the effect of reducing the % collected in the final column. 
The Council received a grant equal to the amount waived. For prior year comparison purposes if 
the waiver was included in the receipts column rather than the write offs / vacant property adj / 
waivers column the % collected would have been 91%. 
 
Other commercial debtors  
 
The balance outstanding on other commercial debtors at the end of December 2020 is €34.8m, an 
increase of €8m on the opening balance at the beginning of the year. The debtors are made up of 
invoices raised for the commercial activities of the City Council and consist mainly of the following 
balances set out in Table E: 
 
Table E 
 

  31/12/2019 31/12/2020 

Rental income €4.1m €6.0m 

Vacant Site Levy €1.1m €6.5m 

Repayable works €2.8m €1.3m 

Fire charges (commercial) €0.6m €0.6m 

Derelict sites €2.1m €3.4m 

Dangerous buildings €1.7m €1.7m 

T2 administration €1.6m €2.6m 

Development Valuation work €0.6m €0.7m 

Irish Water SLA Recoupment €6.0m €3.6m 

Development Miscellaneous     €1.6m €0.9m 

 
Non Commercial Debtors 
 
Housing Rents 
 
Details in relation to Housing Rent collections are set out in Table F and G below, showing the 
overall collected percentage for 2019 and 2020. 

 
 

Table F   Housing Rents % Collection 2020 
 

Opening 
balance 

January 2020 

Debit 
raised 

Receipts 
net of 

refunds 
Write Offs 

Balance 
December 

2020 

% 
Collected 

31,573,399 95,682,081 92,194,156 723,964 34,337,360 73% 
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Table G  Housing Rents % Collection 2019 
 

Opening 
balance 

January 2019 

Debit 
raised 

Receipts 
net of 

refunds 
Write Offs 

Balance 
December 

2019 

% 
Collected 

27,830,725 92,067,554 87,263,690 1,061,190 31,573,399 73% 

 
The balance of the debtor at the end of December 2020 for Housing Rents has increased by €2.7m 
from €31.6m to €34.3m. The % collection for Rents was 73%, the same as December 2019. 
 
Housing Loans 
 
Details in relation to the Housing Loans collections are set out in Table H and J below, showing 
the overall collected percentage for 2019 and 2020. 
 
 
Table H  House Purchase Loans % Collection 2020 

 

Opening balance 
January 2020 

Debit 
raised 

Receipts 
net of 

refunds 
Write Offs 

Balance 
December 

2020 

% 
Collected 

7,191,445 19,202,907 19,719,693 0 6,674,659 75% 

 
 

Table J   House Purchase Loans % Collection 2019 
 

Opening balance 
January 2019 

Debit 
raised 

Receipts 
net of 

refunds 
Write Offs 

Balance 
December 

2019 

% 
Collected 

9,071,074 19,281,079 21,160,708 0 7,191,445 75% 

 
The balance of €6.7m outstanding for Housing Loans debtor at the end of December 2020 is a 
reduction of €0.52m on the opening balance at the 1st January 2020. The reduction in debtors is 
mainly due to borrowers moving to mortgages to rent, where their arrears are written off.  Table K below 
give more details on loan accounts. 
 
Table K  
  

  31st Dec   31st Dec   

Loans 2020 % 2019 % 

Interest Only 9 0.4% 9 0.4% 

Accounts in 
Arrears 

599 26.0% 663 29.1% 

Total number of 
accounts 

2301  2280  

 
Since the same period last year, the numbers on interest only loans remain the same and the number 
of accounts in arrears has decreased by 3%.  As can be seen from the above table the number of loan 
accounts has increased by 21.   
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Dublin City Council repossessed No (0) properties in 2020 and (9) properties went through the 
Mortgage to Rent process in 2020, €1,528,199.46 has been written off the revenue debtor‘s 
balance. This money has been funded through Claims against the LAMTR Fund and the MARP 
Fund depending on if the property was in negative equity.   
 
When the write off is taken into account, the balance on the remaining debtor accounts has increased 
by €1m.  The capitalisation of arrears for customers who are in arrears and unable to fund these arrears 
at this point in time also has an impact on the Debtor balance. 
 
 
Development Levy Debtors  
 
The short term debtor of €47.4m at the end of December 2020 for Development Levies has 
increased by €8m since 31st December 2019. This figure includes €1.6m for the Water and 
Sewerage element of the contribution which when collected will be payable to Irish Water.  
 
Properties for which planning permission has been granted are monitored to ascertain if the 
permission is implemented. Developments that are underway are monitored to ensure that all 
development levies are paid in full. Where the levy due is large, the Council may agree a  
phasing arrangement. There is no provision to write-off a levy or part thereof.  All levies are pursued 
and where negotiation of phasing arrangements or payments is unsuccessful, enforcement and 
legal proceedings are taken to ensure payment.  

 
 
Antoinette Power 
Head of Financial Accounting  
 
18th March 2021 
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Oifis an Cheannasaí Airgeadais, An Roinn Airgeadais 

Oifigí na Cathrach, An Ché Adhmaid, Baile Átha Cliath 8, Éire 
 

Office of the Head of Finance, Finance Department, 
Civic Offices, Wood Quay, Dublin 8, Ireland  

 
T. 01 222 2102/3  E. finoff@dublincity.ie  

 

 
Report to the Finance Strategic Policy Committee 

 
Rates Waiver Scheme 2021 

 

 

Background 
Report 10-2020 informed the SPC of the Rates Waiver Scheme applied in 2020 through 
Circular Fin 11/20.  The 2020 scheme operated from 27th March to 27th December 2020, 
covering defined businesses and trading circumstances.  Under the scheme, DCC rating 
liabilities of €159.5M were met by Government.  In December 2020, the Department of 
Housing, Local Government and Heritage indicated that a rates waiver scheme would 
issue in 2021, for the first quarter only.  In March 2021, the Department further advised 
that the waiver scheme will apply for quarters 1 and 2 in 2020. 
 
Rates Waiver Scheme 2021 
Circular Fin 01/2021 was issued on 27th January and subsequently circulated to all Elected 
Members. (see Appendix 1 attached).  The Rates Waiver Scheme 2021 is more restrictive than 
the 2020 scheme given that less businesses are eligible under the 2021 scheme.  On 
comparing the criteria of the 2020 scheme to the 2021 scheme, it is estimated that 
government funding for each quarter in 2021 would be reduced by €24.3m and therefore 
those rate payers previously exempt now have a rates liability. 
 
Main Category Changes 
The main differences between both schemes are summarised in Table 1 below.  The 2021 
scheme applies to two quarters only.  Certain categories included in the 2020 scheme (i.e. 
rates waived) are not included in the 2021 scheme.  In these cases, the rating liability 
remains with the business to be discharged and will be pursued by DCC.  The SPC’s 
attention is drawn to three key changes in relation to offices with a rating liability of €100k 
or under, industrial premises and vacant units.  
 

Table 1 - Rates Waiver Schemes 2020 and 2021 Category Changes 

2021 2020 

Applies to Q1 and Q2 2021 only Applied to Q2, Q3 and Q4 2020 

Less rates waived (€48.6M Q1 and Q2)  

Offices are not waived Offices with a rating liability of €100k or 
under waived 

Industrial premises are not waived Industrial premises with a rating liability of 
€100k or under waived  

Vacant Units are not waived Vacant Units waived  
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Applicability of Waiver in 2021 
As mentioned previously, the 2021 scheme applied to less ratepayers than the 2020 
scheme as follows in that: 
 

 92 % of rate payers qualified under the 2020 scheme while 8% did not, in the 2021 
scheme, 44% of ratepayers qualify while 56% do not. . 

 44% of rates due in money terms qualified under the 2020 scheme. 

 32% of rates due in money terms qualify under the 2021 scheme.  
 
 
Excluded categories  
Categories of rateable properties excluded from the waiver and thereby retaining rates 
liability are set out in Table 2 below.   
 

Table 2 - Rates Waiver Scheme 2021 Excluded Categories 
 

Public Service Global Utility Networks 
 

Vacant Properties 

Office premises Industrial premises 
 

Supermarkets above 500m2 

Miscellaneous premises Utility premises Department Stores >50% 
food and groceries 

Banks, building societies 
and credit unions 

Pharmaceutical 
manufacturing 

Premises providing Covid 
19 services on behalf of the 
State 

 
 
Appeals 
The scheme recognises that there may be ratepayers within the excluded categories 
above that have been severely impacted by the pandemic.  Provision is made for excluded 
ratepayers to demonstrate the impact of the pandemic on their business.  Those rate 
payers submitting an appeal must demonstrate and submit documentation to the effect 
that the turnover in the 1st quarter 2021 is 75% reduced on the average weekly turnover in 
2019. 
 
As part of the issue of the 2021 rates bill, the Rates Office assessed each rate account as 
being likely to be i) within the scope of the scheme or  ii) outside of the scope of the scheme.  
As a priority rates bills were issued firstly to ratepayers in the excluded categories informing 
them that they are excluded from a waiver and of the appeals process and timeframe. The 
rate collectors are in contact with the relevant businesses.   
 
Value of Successful Appeals 
The Department have allocated up to 7.5% of all funding for the 2021 scheme for the 
purpose of appeals.  As the quantum of appeals is not known, the value of funding for 
each appeal will not be established until all appeals have been reviewed.  In the event 
that the value of all successful appeals exceeded the allocated funding, the Department 
may award appeals on a pro rata basis.   
 
 
 
Kathy Quinn 
Head of Finance 
With responsibility for ICT 
 
18th March 2021  
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Bóthair an Bhaile Nua, Loch Garman, Y35 AP90 

Newtown Road, Wexford, Y35 AP90 

LGFinance@housing.gov.ie 

www.gov.ie/housing 

Chief Executive  
cc. Head of Finance  
 

27 January 2021 

 

Circular Fin 1/2021 

Commercial Rates Waiver for First Quarter 2021 

 

I am directed by the Minister of State at the Department of Housing, Local Government and 

Heritage to refer to the waiver of commercial rates due to COVID-19 restrictions. 

 

On 30 December 2020 the Government announced Level 5 restrictions including the closure 

of non-essential businesses from close of business on 31 December until 31 January 2021.  

Further restrictions were announced on 6 January 2021.  In order to reflect these restrictions 

and to continue the supports available for ratepayers, and in recognition of the impact of the 

ongoing trajectory of COVID 19, a further waiver of commercial rates will apply to specified 

businesses in the first quarter of 2021. This 3 month waiver has modified criteria and 

accordingly is a separate, standalone waiver scheme. 

 

General Terms and Conditions 

A three month waiver will apply to eligible businesses and will take the form of a credit in lieu 

of rates.  The value of the waiver is the equivalent value of 25% of the annual rate bill for 

2021. The waiver will apply to businesses closed by, or badly impacted by, Level 5 

restrictions, subject to a maximum value of €160m. 

 

In terms of funding, implementation and operation, there is no overlap between the rates 

waiver scheme outlined in this circular and the 2020 rates waiver scheme detailed in circulars 

Fin 11 and 16 of 2020.  

 

Eligible Categories 

The broad categories of businesses the credit in lieu of rates applies to are as follows: 
 Hospitality;  
 Leisure;  
 Miscellaneous Entertainment;  
 Non Essential Retail (Shops and Warehouse);  
 Airports;  
 Essential Retail (excluding Large Supermarkets, greater than 500M2);  
 Health;  
 Service Stations;  
 Personal Care; and 
 Childcare.  

A detailed list of eligible property categories is included in Appendix C.  

Excluded Categories 

The broad categories of businesses the credit in lieu of rates does not apply to are as follows: 

 Public Service;* 
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 Vacant Properties (all vacant property as is ordinarily understood for rates is 
excluded from the waiver, without exception);* 

 Global Utility Networks on the Central Valuation List; 
 Properties in the “Office” Valuation Category; 
 Properties in the “Industrial Uses” Valuation Category; 
 Properties in the “Miscellaneous” Valuation Category; 
 Properties in the “Minerals” Valuation Category; 
 Properties in the “Utility” Valuation Category; 
 Supermarkets greater than 500M2 (Categories Supermarket 2 and Supermarket 3); 
 Properties with the valuation category of “Department Store” but which are 

occupied either partially or wholly by a supermarket which sells food and/or 
groceries; 

 Banks, Building Societies and Credit Unions; 
 Pharmaceutical manufacturing; and 
 Premises contracted to provide services related to the COVID 19 pandemic to/on 

behalf of the State, where the State is already compensating for rates as part of the 
contract between the occupier or service provider and the State. 
 

*Neither application of the waiver to public service properties or vacant properties, nor 

appeals in respect of same, are permitted under this circular. 

 

There are some exceptions to the broad categories in the above list.  A detailed list of 

excluded categories is attached in Appendix D. 

 

In recognition of the fact that there may be ratepayers excluded from the waiver that were 

severely impacted by the pandemic, up to 7.5% of the overall allocation is included for these 

ratepayers.  In a similar manner to the 2020 waiver scheme, excluded ratepayers may 

engage with local authorities to demonstrate severe impact, on a case by case basis. 

 

Administration of Credit in Lieu of Commercial Rates by Local Authorities 

Credits in lieu of commercial rates applied to ratepayer accounts under this circular shall be 

applied as credit on the rate accounts for 2021.  

An application process is not required.  Local authorities should automatically apply a 100% 

credit in lieu of commercial rates, for a three-month period, to classes and categories of 

occupied rateable property where the occupying business is not in an excluded category. 

 

Local authorities should provide a nominated email address or phone number for 

engagement with excluded businesses that were severely impacted, along with a closing 

date by which contact should be made by the business with the relevant local authority.  

Excluded businesses are required to demonstrate severe impact to the relevant local 

authority.  With regard to engagement by such businesses, examples of supporting proofs to 

demonstrate impact are listed below. 

 

On receipt and processing of the Appendix A returns (which refer to automatically eligible 

categories), local authorities will be recouped of the amounts claimed and notified of same.  
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As it is not possible to estimate in advance the value of valid appeals from excluded 

categories, a different process will apply to Appendix B returns (which refer to excluded 

categories). On receipt of Appendix B returns by the Department, local authorities will be 

notified of the treatment applying to Appendix B returns and the value under Appendix B that 

will be recouped to each local authority. 

 

It is important that the waiver is not applied to rate accounts included in Appendix B returns 

until notification of the treatment of Appendix B has been received from the Department. The 

local authority has responsibility, within its area, for ensuring it does not allocate credit in lieu 

of commercial rates to businesses in the excepted categories, beyond the value of the 

allocation notified to it for this purpose. 

 

Supporting Proofs  

In line with eligibility for the CRSS, ratepayers in excluded categories should demonstrate 

turnover from the relevant business activity in the claim period does not exceed 25% of the 

average weekly turnover in 2019.  (Note the changed threshold of eligibility for the CRSS 

compared to the TWSS). 

In the event that eligibility by ratepayers in excluded categories is claimed, the local authority 

may seek confirmation of eligibility via documentary evidence.  If a local authority is not 

satisfied that evidence provided by the ratepayer supports eligibility, the credit in lieu of rates 

may be withheld. 

Proofs which may be requested in this context are listed below and are intended to be 

illustrative rather than exhaustive. Local authorities will be open to considering other relevant 

evidence that reasonably demonstrates eligibility for the credit in lieu of rates by those 

ratepayers in excluded categories.  

 

 Evidence that the business undertaken at the rateable property was not 

considered an essential retail outlet or service under S.I. 701 of 2020 or S.I 4 of 

2021, and thus was forced to close. 

 Evidence of participation in the CRSS operated by Revenue. 

 Evidence of employment ceasing and employees availing of the PUP. 

 Copies of documentation submitted to a financial institution as part of the 

negotiation of relief measures with the financial institution. 

 Copies of correspondence with Revenue to agree forbearance measures with 

regard to tax liabilities. 

 Evidence of reliance on the Government Credit Guarantee Scheme or overdraft 

facilities or other borrowings for capital purposes.  

 

In any assessment of ratepayer eligibility for the three-month credit in lieu of rates, local 

authorities should focus on the types of business records, having regard to the nature and 

scale of the business that would normally be readily available for such a business.   
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Business Improvement District (BID) Levy 

While the levying and collection of BID contribution levies is facilitated by local authorities 

through rates collection powers, BID contribution levies are not rates.  The relevant business 

community, rather than central or local government, is the sponsoring party for BID schemes.  

Accordingly, BID contribution levies are not entitled to receive a credit in lieu of commercial 

rates under this circular.   

 

Distribution of Funding 

As this is an exchequer funded measure, the usual requirements concerning exchequer 

funding, including DPER Circular 13/2014 apply.  

 

Certification of Value of Credit in Lieu of Commercial Rates Applied 

Local authorities shall be required to provide details of credit in lieu of commercial rates 

applied in accordance with this circular.   

 

To this end, the form in Appendix A, referring to Credit in lieu of Commercial Rates applied 

by the local authority in Q1 2021 to automatically eligible rate accounts in categories 

listed in Appendix C, should be returned to lgfinance@housing.gov.ie on or before 26 

February 2021.   

 

Appendix B referring to Credit in lieu of Commercial Rates applied by the local authority in 

Q1 2021 to rate accounts in excluded categories listed in Appendix D, demonstrating 

serious impact from COVID-19 restrictions, should be returned to; 

lgfinance@housing.gov.ie on or before 31 March 2021. 

 

Please refer to the FAQ document accompanying this circular for further information and 

refer any questions concerning this circular, not addressed in the FAQ document to 

lgfinance@housing.gov.ie. 

 

Is mise, le meas, 

 

 

__________________ 

Lorraine O’Donoghue 

Principal 

Local Government Finance 
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Appendix A 

Please return by 26 February 2021. 

Waiver of Commercial Rates for Quarter 1 of 2021 

Further to the provisions outlined in Circular Fin 1/2021 and associated appendices,    

______________________ Council (insert name) estimates the amount of Credit in lieu 

of Commercial Rates applied by the local authority in Q1 2021, to automatically eligible 

rate accounts in categories listed in Appendix C as follows: 

 

Credit in Lieu of Rates Applied to Automatically 

Eligible Commercial Rates Accounts in 

Categories Listed in Appendix C Total 

Value of credit in lieu of rates applied to automatically 

eligible commercial rates accounts in categories listed 

in Appendix C *. 

€ 

Total number of rated properties to which the credit in 

lieu of rates was applied*. 
 

 

*Appendix B is the return form for waivers to excluded categories listed in Appendix 

D, and is due separately at a later date. 

I certify that the amounts above refer to credits in lieu of rates applied for the first quarter of 

2021,  to automatically eligible rate payers in categories listed Appendix C to Circular Fin 

1/2021. 

 

Signed: _____________________ Chief Executive   Date_______________ 

 

Signed: _____________________  Director of Services  Date_______________ 
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Appendix B 

Please return by 31 March 2021. 

Waiver of Commercial Rates for Quarter 1 of 2021 

Further to the provisions outlined in Circular Fin 1/2021 and associated appendices,    

______________________ Council (insert name) estimates the amount of Credit in lieu 

of Commercial Rates applied by the local authority in  Q1 2021, to rate accounts in 

excluded categories listed in Appendix D, demonstrating serious impact from COVID-19 

restrictions, as follows: 

 

Credit in Lieu of Rates Applied to Commercial 

Rates Accounts in Excluded Categories Listed 

in Appendix D, Demonstrating Serious Impact 

From COVID 19 Restrictions. Total 

Value of credit in lieu of rates applied to rate accounts 

in excluded categories listed in Appendix D, that have 

demonstrated serious impact from COVID-19 

restrictions*. 

€ 

Total number of rated properties to which the credit in 

lieu of rates was applied*. 
 

 

*Appendix A is the return form for waivers to automatically eligible categories listed 

in Appendix C, and is due separately at an earlier date. 

 

I certify that the amounts above refer to credits in lieu of rates applied for the first quarter of 

2021, to rate accounts in excluded categories listed in Appendix D to Circular Fin 1/2021, 

demonstrating serious impact from COVID-19 restrictions. 

 

Signed: _____________________ Chief Executive  Date_______________ 

 

Signed: _____________________  Director of Services  Date_______________ 
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Appendix C  

Circular Fin 1/2021 

Commercial Rates Waiver for First Quarter 2021 
 

 

Valuation Categories and Uses Which are Automatically Eligible for the Q1 2021 Three-

Month Commercial Rates Waiver 

  

Hospitality 

APART / HOTEL 

CARAVAN PARK 

CONFERENCE CENTRE 

GUESTHOUSE 

GUESTHOUSE, RESTAURANT 

HOLIDAY COMPLEX 

HOSTEL 

HOTEL 

HOTEL, NIGHT CLUB / DISCOTHEQUE 

HOTEL, PUB 

HOTEL, SPORTS & LEISURE CENTRE 

PUB 

PUB, GUESTHOUSE 

PUB, OFF-LICENCE 

PUB, RESTAURANT 

  

Leisure 

ACTIVITY CENTRE 

ACTIVITY CENTRE, CAFE 

AMUSEMENT CENTRE 

BOWLING-ALLEY 

CASINO 

CINEMA 

CLUB HOUSE 

COMMUNITY HALL 

DANCE STUDIO 

EQUESTRIAN CENTRE, - 

GOLF DRIVING RANGE 

GYMNASIUM / FITNESS CENTRE 

HERITAGE / INTERPRETATIVE CENTRE 

MARINA, - 

OPEN FARM 
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RACE TRACK (GREYHOUNDS) 

RACE TRACK (HORSES) 

RACE TRACK (MOTOR) 

SNOOKER HALL 

SPORTS & LEISURE CENTRE 

STABLE 

STADIUM 

STUDIO 

THEATRE 

THEATRE, CAFE 

THEATRE, PUB 

THEME PARK 

  

Miscellaneous Entertainment 

ART GALLERY 

EVENT SPACE 

MUSEUM 

QUAY / JETTY 

  

Non Essential Retail (Shops) 

Sub Category 

ADULT SHOP 

ADVENTURE / ARMY / CAMPING 

ANTIQUE SHOP 

ATM 

AUCTIONEER 

BETTING OFFICE 

BOOKSHOP 

BOOKSHOP, COFFEE SHOP 

BRIDAL / FORMAL WEAR 

CAFE 

CAFE, RESTAURANT 

CAFE, TAKE AWAY 

CAFE, YOUTH CENTRE 

CARD / STATIONERY / PRINT 

CHARITY SHOP 

CLOTHES SHOP 

COFFEE SHOP, TAKE AWAY 

COMPUTER SHOP 

CONFECTIONERY 

COSMETIC SHOP 
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CRAFT SHOP 

CYCLE SHOP 

DELICATESSEN 

DEPARTMENT STORE* 

*In general properties with the category “Department Store” are eligible.  However properties 

with this category that operate as a supermarket, or sell food and/or groceries are 

EXCLUDED, if the floor area operating as a supermarket or selling food and /or groceries is 

50% or greater, of the total floor area. 

DISCOUNT STORE 

DRY CLEANERS / LAUNDERETTE 

DRY CLEANERS / LAUNDERETTE, INTERNET CAFE 

ELECTRICAL / ELECTRONIC 

ELECTRICAL / ELECTRONIC, AMUSEMENT CENTRE 

FASHION ACCESSORY 

FLORIST 

FURNITURE 

GAME SHOP 

GARDEN SHOP 

HARDWARE / DIY 

HOUSEHOLD GOODS 

INTERNET CAFE 

JEWELLERS 

KIOSK 

LIGHTING / LAMP 

MARKET 

MISCELLANEOUS 

MOTOR ACCESSORIES 

MUSIC-INSTRUMENTS 

MUSIC-RECORDS / DVDS / VIDEOS 

NURSERY (MOTHERCARE) 

OFFICE SUPPLIES 

PEN SHOP 

PET SHOP 

PHOTO PROCESSING SHOP 

RESTAURANT (DRIVE THRU) 

RESTAURANT 

RESTAURANT, CAFE 

RIGHT OF TRADING 

SANDWICH / JUICE BAR 

SANDWICH / JUICE BAR, TAKE AWAY 

SHOE REPAIR / KEY CUT 

SHOE SHOP 
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SHOP (OFFICES), AUCTIONEER 

SHOP (OFFICES), TRAINING CENTER 

SHOP 

SHOP, AMUSEMENT CENTRE 

SHOP, OFF-LICENCE 

SHOP, PRINTING WORKS 

SPORTS SHOP 

TAILORING, ALTERATIONS, REPAIRS 

TAXI OFFICE 

TOURIST OFFICE 

TOY SHOP 

TRAVEL AGENCY 

VEHICLE HIRE 

VIDEO SHOP 

  

Retail (Warehouse) 

ACTIVITY CENTRE 

CLOTHES SHOP 

DISCOUNT 

ELECTRICAL / ELECTRONIC 

FURNISHINGS 

HARDWARE 

HOUSEHOLD GOODS 

MOTOR ACCESSORIES 

MOTOR SHOWROOM 

NURSERY  (MOTHERCARE) 

OFF-LICENCE 

PET SHOP 

RETAIL WAREHOUSE 

TILE 

TOY SHOP 

  

Ports & Aviation 

AVIATION FUEL DEPOT, - 

AIRPORT, TERMINAL 

  

Essential Retail (excluding supermarkets) 

BUTCHER 

BUTCHERS / FISH MONGERS 

ETHNIC FOOD SHOP 

ETHNIC FOOD SHOP, BUTCHER 
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ETHNIC FOOD SHOP, OFF-LICENCE 

GREENGROCER 

HEALTH FOOD SHOP 

INDIAN TAKE AWAY 

NEWSAGENT 

OFF-LICENCE 

OFF-LICENCE, NEWSAGENT 

PHARMACY 

PHONE SHOP 

POST OFFICE 

POST OFFICE, NEWSAGENT 

OPTICIAN 

Supermarkets smaller than 500M2 (Supermarket 1 Category) 

TAKE AWAY 

  

Health 

CLINIC 

DAY CARE CENTRE 

DENTAL WORKSHOP 

HEALTH CENTRE / FARM 

HOSPITAL 

MEDICAL CENTRE / CLINIC 

NURSING HOME 

SURGERY (DOCTOR) 

SURGERY (OPTICIAN) 

SURGERY (OTHER) 

SURGERY (PHYSIOTHERAPIST) 

  

Service Stations 

MOTORWAY SERVICE STATION, - 

SERVICE STATION 

MOTOR WASH 

  

Personal care 

BARBER 

ETHNIC FOOD SHOP, HAIRDRESSING SALON 

HAIRDRESSING SALON 

TATTOO PARLOUR 

OFFICE (HOUSE), BEAUTY SALON / MASSAGE 

  

MISCELLANEOUS 
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CAR PARK (MULTISTOREY) 

CAR PARK (OFFICE) 

CAR PARK (OFFICE), YARD (STANDALONE) 

CAR PARK (OTHER) 

CAR PARK (RETAIL) 

CAR PARK (SURFACE) 

 

OFFICE 

CAR PARK 

 

Other Miscellaneous Categories 

HOUSE, DAY CARE CENTRE 

CRECHE 
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Appendix D 

Circular Fin 1/2021 

Commercial Rates Waiver for First Quarter 2021 
 

 

Valuation Categories and Uses Which are Excluded from the Q1 2021, Three-Month 

Commercial Rates Waiver 

 

Ratepayers in excluded categories may engage with local authorities to demonstrate 

serious impact from COVID 19 restrictions 

 
 

PUBLIC SERVICE* 

VACANT PROPERTIES (all vacant property as is ordinarily understood for rates is excluded from 

the waiver, without exception)* 

*Appeals and application of the waiver to public service properties and vacant properties 

are not permitted under this circular. 

 

 

CENTRAL VALUATION LIST 

GLOBAL UTILITY NETWORKS ON THE CENTRAL VALUATION LISR 

 

HOSPITALITY 

CENTRE FOR ASYLUM SEEKERS 

  

FUEL/DEPOT 

OIL / FUEL DEPOT 

 

INDUSTRIAL USES (all sub categories) 

A. I. STATION 

ABATTOIR 

ASHPHALT PLANT 

BAKERY 

BREWERY 

BULK STORES 

BUS DEPOT 

COLD STORE 

CONCRETE WORKS 

DATA CENTRE 

DISTRIBUTION CENTRE 

FACTORY (FISH) 

FACTORY (PHARMACEUTICAL) 
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FACTORY (OTHER) 

FACTORY, BAKERY 

FACTORY (CEMENT) 

FACTORY (COMPUTER) 

FACTORY, CHILL STORE 

FACTORY (MEAT) 

FACTORY (MILK) 

FACTORY, OFFICE 

FACTORY, PRINTING WORKS 

FOOD PREPARATION 

GARAGE 

GENERATING STATION 

GRAIN STORES 

HANGAR 

HATCHERY 

LABORATORY 

LAUNDRY 

LIVESTOCK MART 

OFFICE 

PLANT/OTHER - TANKS 

PRINTING WORKS 

PROVENDER MILL / FLOUR MILL 

PUMPING STATION 

SAWMILL 

SECURITY BUILDING 

SHOWROOM (INDUSTRIAL) 

SORTING OFFICE 

STORE 

VEHICLE TEST CENTRE 

WAREHOUSE 

WAREHOUSE CASH &CARRY 

WORKSHOP 

YARD (STANDALONE) 

 

MISCELLANEOUS 

ADVERTISING STATION 

BROADCASTING STATION, - 

CEMETERY OR CREMATORIUM 

COLLEGE 

COLLEGE, SPORTS GROUNDS 

FIRE STATION 
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FUNERAL HOME 

INCINERATOR, GENERATING STATION 

KENNELS 

MAST / ANTENNA 

PLACE OF WORSHIP 

PUBLIC CONVENIENCE 

POST BOX 

RECYCLING CENTRE 

SCHOOL 

TANK, YARD 

TERMINAL 

TOLLS 

TRAINING CENTER 

  

RETAIL (SHOPS) 

BANK 

BUILDING SOCIETY 

CREDIT UNION 

DEPARTMENT STORE*  

*Properties with the category “Department Store” that operate partially or wholly as a 

supermarket, or sell food and groceries are EXCLUDED if the floor area operating as a 

supermarket or selling food and /or groceries is 50% or greater, of the total floor area. 

 

SUPERMARKETS greater than 500M2 (Categories Supermarket 2 and Supermarket 3) 

Retail (Warehouse) 

DIY SUPERSTORE 

 

MINERALS (all categories) 

LANDFILL SITE, - 

MINE 

QUARRY, - 

  

OFFICE 

 

CREDIT UNION 

OFFICE (ALL PROPERTIES WITH USE OF OFFICE) 

OFFICE (HOUSE), OFFICE (EMBASSY) 

  

UTILITY 

BIKE STATIONS 

BUS SHELTER 
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BUS STATION 

EFFLUENT TREATMENT WORKS 

NETWORK (LUAS) 

NETWORK (CABLE) 

NETWORK (STORM WATER) 

NETWORK (WATER) 

PIPELINE 

PORT 

PUMPING STATION 

TAXI SHELTER 

TELEPHONE (KIOSK) 

WINDFARMS 
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Frequently Asked Questions for Local Authorities  

on Circular Fin 01/2021 Waiver of Rates for First Quarter 2021 
 
1. Is this commercial rates waiver scheme a continuation of the commercial rates schemes in place 

for 2020 under circulars Fin 11 and 16 of 2020? 

No this commercial rates waiver scheme is not a continuation of the commercial rates schemes in 
place for 2020 under circulars Fin 11 and 16 of 2020.  In terms of funding, implementation and 
operation, there is no overlap between the rates waiver scheme outlined in this circular and the 
2020 rates waiver scheme detailed in circulars Fin 11 and 16 of 2020.  
 

2. What is the credit in lieu of rates? 

A 100% waiver, in the form of a credit in lieu of commercial rates will be applied to the rate accounts 
of eligible businesses in categories listed in Appendix C to Circular Fin 1/2021, for the first quarter 
2021.  
 

3. Which ratepayers are entitled to the waiver? 

The three-month credit in lieu of rates will apply for the first quarter of 2021 to all ratepayers in the 

categories listed in Appendix C to Circular Fin 1/2021.  

 
4. What amount of credit is to be applied to eligible rate accounts? 

Local authorities should apply a 100% credit in lieu of commercial rates, for a three-month period, to 

eligible classes and categories of occupied rateable property.  The value of the waiver is the 

equivalent value of 25% of the annual rate bill for 2021.   

 

5. Is an application from a ratepayer required for the waiver? 

No, there is no application required for the waiver.  Local authorities should automatically apply a 

100% credit in lieu of commercial rates, for a three-month period, to properties in the eligible 

categories listed in Appendix C. 

 

6. What categories of business does the credit in lieu of rates apply to? 

The credit in lieu of rates for the first quarter of 2021 applies to the following broad categories of 

businesses: 

 Hospitality;  

 Leisure;  

 Miscellaneous Entertainment;  

 Non Essential Retail (Shops and Warehouse);  

 Airports;  

 Essential Retail (excluding Large Supermarkets, greater than 500M2);  

 Health;  

 Service Stations;  

 Personal Care; and 

 Childcare.  

A detailed list of eligible property categories is included in Appendix C of the Circular. 

 

7. What are the exclusions to eligibility? 
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This credit in lieu of rates for the first quarter of 2021 does not apply to the following broad categories: 
 Public Service* 

 Vacant Properties (all vacant property as is ordinarily understood for rates is excluded from 

the waiver);* 

 Global Utility Networks on the Central Valuation List 

 Properties in the “Office” Valuation Category 

 Properties in the “Industrial Uses” Valuation Category 

 Properties in the “Miscellaneous” Valuation Category 

 Properties in the “Minerals” Valuation Category 

 Properties in the “Utility” Valuation Category 

 Supermarkets greater than 500M2 (Categories Supermarket 2 and Supermarket 3) 

 Properties with the valuation category of “Department Store” but which are occupied either 

partially or wholly by a supermarket which sells food and/or groceries. 

 Banks, Building Societies and Credit Unions 

 Pharmaceutical manufacturing 

 Premises contracted to provide services related to the COVID 19 pandemic to/on behalf of the 

State, where the State is already compensating for rates as part of the contract between the 

occupier or service provider and the State. 

 

* Neither application of the waiver to public service properties or vacant properties, nor appeals in 

respect of same, are permitted under this circular. 
 

There are some exceptions to the broad categories in the above list.  A detailed list of excluded 

categories is attached in Appendix D of the Circular. 

 

8. Are there any exceptions to the above criteria? 

In recognition of the fact that there may be ratepayers excluded from the waiver that were severely 

impacted by the pandemic, up to 7.5% of the overall allocation is included for appeals.  In a similar 

manner to the 2020 waiver scheme, excluded ratepayers may engage with local authorities to 

demonstrate severe impact, on a case by case basis.   
 

 

9. Is a ratepayer who was forced to close their premises but who continued to operate their 

business from elsewhere eligible for the credit in lieu of rates? 

The three-month credit in lieu of rates will apply for the first quarter of 2021 to all ratepayers in the 

categories listed in Appendix C to Circular Fin 1/2021. A detailed list of excluded categories is attached 

in Appendix D of the Circular.   In a similar manner to the 2020 waiver scheme, excluded ratepayers 

may engage with local authorities to demonstrate severe impact, on a case by case basis.   
 

 

10. Is a ratepayer who was forced to close their premises to the public but who continued to offer 

a delivery or take-away or collection service eligible for the credit in lieu of rates? 

The three-month credit in lieu of rates will apply for the first quarter of 2021 to all ratepayers in the 

categories listed in Appendix C to Circular Fin 1/2021. A detailed list of excluded categories is attached 

in Appendix D of the Circular.  In a similar manner to the 2020 waiver scheme, excluded ratepayers 

may engage with local authorities to demonstrate severe impact, on a case by case basis.   
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11. How can businesses in the excluded categories, that experienced severe impact from level 5 

restrictions, apply for the credit in lieu of rates? 

Local authorities should provide a nominated email address or phone number for engagement with 
businesses in the excepted categories that were severely impacted by level 5 restrictions, along with 
a closing date by which contact should be made by the business with the relevant local authority.  
Businesses in the excepted categories are required to demonstrate severe impact to the relevant local 
authority.  With regard to engagement by businesses in the excepted categories that were severely 
impacted by the pandemic, examples of supporting proofs to demonstrate impact are listed below. 
However, appeals and application of the waiver to public service properties and vacant properties are 
not permitted under this circular.  
 
12. What supporting proofs are acceptable if a ratepayer from an excluded category claims 

eligibility? 

In line with eligibility for the CRSS, ratepayers in excluded categories should demonstrate turnover 
from the relevant business activity in the claim period does not exceed 25% of the average weekly 
turnover in 2019.  (Note the changed threshold of eligibility for the CRSS compared to the TWSS). 
 
In the event that eligibility by ratepayers in excluded categories is claimed, the local authority may 
seek confirmation of eligibility via documentary evidence.  If a local authority is not satisfied that 
evidence provided by the ratepayer supports eligibility, the credit in lieu of rates may be withheld. 
 
Proofs which may be requested in this context are listed below and are intended to be illustrative 
rather than exhaustive and local authorities will be open to considering other relevant evidence that 
reasonably demonstrates eligibility for the three-month credit in lieu of rates by those ratepayers in 
excluded categories.  
 

 Evidence that the business undertaken at the rateable property was not considered an 

essential retail outlet or service under S.I. 701 of 2020 or S.I. 4 of 2021, and thus was forced 

to close. 
 Evidence of participation in the Covid Restrictions Support Scheme operated by Revenue. 

Note that eligibility for the CRSS scheme requires businesses to demonstrate that because 
of Covid restrictions the weekly turnover from the relevant business activity in the claim 
period will be no more than 25% of the average weekly turnover of the business in 2019 
(or average weekly turnover in 2020 in the case of a new business). 

 Evidence of employment ceasing and employees availing of the PUP. 

 Copies of documentation submitted to a financial institution as part of the negotiation of 
relief measures with the financial institution. 

 Copies of correspondence with Revenue to agree forbearance measures with regard to tax 
liabilities. 

 Evidence of reliance on the Government Credit Guarantee Scheme or overdraft facilities or 
other borrowings for capital purposes.  
 

In any assessment of ratepayer eligibility for the three-month credit in lieu of rates, local authorities 
should focus on the types of business records, having regard to the nature and scale of the business 
that would normally be readily available for such a business.   
 

13. What does severely impacted mean and what level of impact should applicant businesses in the 

excluded categories demonstrate? 
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The critical requirement of a ratepayer in an excluded category is to be able to demonstrate closure 
of their business or significant negative economic disruption due to public health restrictions imposed 
in response to COVID-19.  Ratepayers in excluded categories that claim to be severely impacted by 
level 5 restrictions should be able to demonstrate turnover from the relevant business activity in the 
claim period does not exceed 25% of the average weekly turnover in 2019 (or average weekly turnover 
in 2020 in the case of a new business). 
 
As it is not possible to estimate in advance the value of valid appeals from excluded categories, a 
different process will apply to Appendix B returns (which refer to excluded categories). On receipt of 
Appendix B returns by the Department, local authorities will be notified of the treatment applying to 
Appendix B returns and the value under Appendix B that will be recouped to each local authority. 
 
It is important that the waiver is not applied to rate accounts included in Appendix B returns until 
notification of the treatment of Appendix B has been received from the Department. The local 
authority has responsibility, within its area, for ensuring it does not allocate credit in lieu of 
commercial rates to businesses in the excepted categories, beyond the value of the allocation notified 
to it for this purpose. 
 
14. How should the local authority apply the credit in lieu of commercial rates to businesses in the 

excluded categories? 

On receipt and processing of the Appendix A returns (which refer to automatically eligible categories), 

local authorities will be recouped of the amounts claimed and notified of same.  

 

As it is not possible to estimate in advance the value of appeals from excluded categories, a different 

process will apply to Appendix B returns (which refer to excluded categories). On receipt of Appendix 

B returns by the Department, local authorities will be notified of the treatment applying to Appendix 

B returns and the value under Appendix B that will be recouped to each local authority. 

 

It is important that the waiver is not applied to rate accounts included in Appendix B returns until 

notification of the treatment of Appendix B has been received from the Department. The local 

authority has responsibility, within its area, for ensuring it does not allocate credit in lieu of 

commercial rates to businesses in the excepted categories, beyond the value of the allocation notified 

to it for this purpose. 

 

15. Is a ratepayer that is in arrears eligible? 

Yes. 

 

16. Can conditions be imposed on the ratepayer when applying the three-month credit in lieu of 

rates, such as agreement to a payment plan? 

No conditions can be imposed on a ratepayer in order to receive the three-month credit in lieu of 

rates, if the rate payer is eligible for the credit. 

 

17. If a ratepayer has already paid 2021 rates, can they get refund or a credit towards next year’s 

bill? 

If you have already paid your rates bill for 2021, a refund or a credit towards the 2022 bill will be 

arranged by the relevant local authority. 
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18. Does the credit in lieu of rates apply to BID levies? 

BID contribution levies are not entitled to receive a credit in lieu of commercial rates.  While the 
levying and collection of BID contribution levies is facilitated by local authorities through rates 
collection powers, BID contribution levies are not rates.  The relevant business community, rather 
than central or local government, is the sponsoring party for BID schemes.   
 

19. When is the closing date? 

There is no application process for the majority of ratepayers.  The closing date for applications for 

those ratepayers in the excluded categories, that claim to be severely impacted can be determined by 

local authorities individually and communicated to the relevant ratepayers. 

 

20. Is the local authority required to write to ratepayers to inform them of the waiver? 

The waiver may be applied to businesses in the automatically eligible categories in Appendix C without 

prior to communicating with those rate payers.  For ratepayers in the excluded categories, that claim 

to be severely impacted, the closing date for applications can be determined by local authorities 

individually and should be communicated to the relevant ratepayers 

 

21. Can a ratepayer in the excluded category who is unhappy with the decision to refuse an 

application for the credit appeal? 

Yes, a ratepayer should be allowed the opportunity to appeal an initial decision of refusal.  Local 

authorities should, upon request, facilitate a review of a decision by a second official.   

 

22. Are credit unions excluded from the three-month waiver? 

Credit unions are excluded from the waiver.  This is a change from the 2020 waiver when credit unions 

were not excluded. 

 

23. What qualifies as a vacant property for the purposes of exclusions to eligibility? 

All vacant property (i.e. vacant property as is ordinarily understood for rates) is, without exception, 

excluded from the waiver.   Note that appeals and application of the waiver to vacant properties are 

not permitted under the circular. 

 

24. Is there an appeal process following consideration by the local authority of applications from 

businesses in the excepted categories who claim severe impact? 

There is no appeal process outside of the normal avenues a ratepayer has for querying a decision of a 

local authority i.e. internal appeal systems etc. 

 

25. Does the three-month waiver apply to the Entry Year Property Levy? 

Yes, occupiers of premises subject to the entry year property levy and the post-entry year property 

levy are entitled to the three-month waiver in the first quarter of 2021, if they would otherwise be 

entitled to the waiver. 

 

26. If there was a change of occupier in the first quarter should the waiver be apportioned for the 

relevant period to ensure both occupiers receive the portion applicable to the respective 

occupancy of the premises? 

Yes, each occupier should benefit from the appropriate portion of the three-month waiver. 
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27. If a company is in receivership / liquidation are they entitled to the waiver? 

Yes. 

 

28. What is meant by ‘Categories Supermarket 2 and Supermarket 3’? 

The intention is to exclude supermarkets with area greater than 500m2.  There are three categories 

of supermarket on valuation lists post revaluation i.e. Supermarket 1 (200-500 m2), Supermarket 2 

(500-2500 m2) and Supermarket 3 (over 2500m2).  Supermarkets with an area greater than 500 m2 

are excluded from the three-month waiver. 

 

The waiver has been structured in this way to take account of categorisation differences in the 

valuations lists where small supermarkets and convenience stores are concerned. If any excluded 

supermarkets can demonstrate severe impact, they can be assessed on that basis as per circular Fin 

01/2021 and Qs 11, 12 and 13 above. 

 

29. In the case of a supermarket with a clothing/textile section or similar, should the waiver be 

applied to the entire premises or to the clothing/textile section only? 

It is unlikely there would be separate property numbers for the supermarket side of a store and the 

textile side of the same store. However, if there is a separate property number for the clothing/textile 

part then it would not be in the supermarket 2 & 3 category and would be entitled to the credit.  The 

same goes for textile only stores.  If there is a distinct property number, it is categorised as ‘store’ or 

such like and is not part of the supermarket 2 and 3, then it is entitled to the waiver. 

 

30. Should ‘discount stores’ be included with supermarkets, and for the purpose of the waiver 

depend on whether or not they exceed 500m2? 

Discount stores are listed as an eligible category in Appendix C of circular Fin 01/2021.  They are not 

on the list of excluded categories in Appendix D of the same circular.    

 

31. Are properties with the valuation category of “Department Store” but which are occupied either 

partially or wholly by a supermarket which sells food and/or groceries excluded from the 

waiver? 

Yes.  Properties with the valuation category of “Department Store” but which are occupied either 

partially or wholly by a supermarket which sells food and/or groceries are excluded from the waiver.  

Note that the position here has changed with respect to the nine-month 2020 waiver which was 

implemented based on the valuation categorisation. 

 

32. Are local authority occupied properties excluded from the waiver? 

Local authority occupied properties, where services are provided directly by the local authority, are 

excluded from the three-month rate waiver on the basis of being a public service.  Properties where 

services are provided by subsidiary or ancillary companies, or outsourced to a separate management 

company or external contractor are not excluded. 

 

33. What is meant by “Premises contracted to provide services related to the COVID 19 pandemic 

to/on behalf of the State, where the State is already compensating for rates as part of the 

contract between the occupier or service provider and the State”? 
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This exclusion only applies to the use of hotels and private medical facilities (or similar) contracted by 

the state for reasons associated with the pandemic e.g. to facilitate isolation, treatment, or additional 

capacity, and where the value of rates form part of the contract.  

 

34. If a property was vacant prior to the waiver but a business was to take a lease on the property 

during the waiver period, are they entitled to a partial waiver for the relevant period under the 

scheme? 

The waiver should be treated in the same manner as the rates bill.  If this rate payer would receive a 

rates demand for the period of occupation, then a waiver would apply. 

 

35. Are tolls (roads, bridges and tunnels) excluded from the waiver? 

Yes tolls are excluded from the three-month rates waiver.  In the nine month waiver in 2020 all tolls 

except the M3 Clonee-Kells toll and the N18 Limerick Tunnel toll were included in the waiver.  For this 

standalone three month waiver all tolls are excluded. 

 

36. Do embassy accounts (currently charged a beneficial rate) qualify for the waiver? 

Embassies are entitled to the credit to the extent of their beneficial rate. 

 

37. What does Public Service mean in terms of the exclusion from the rates waiver? 

Bodies that deliver public services to the people of Ireland.  In general, the public service refers to the 

civil service of Government; the civil service of the State; the provision of services by the state in the 

areas of health, education and justice; local authorities and; state agencies.  The Standards in Public 

Offices Commission provides a list which is useful but not exhaustive, of public service bodies that are 

considered public service bodies for the purposes of the Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015 

https://www.lobbying.ie/help-resources/information-for-public-bodies/list-of-public-service-

bodies/.  As the list is not exhaustive local authorities may direct queries about bodies not on this list 

to Local Government Finance section in the Department.  Properties where services are provided by 

subsidiary or ancillary companies, or outsourced to a separate management company or external 

contractor are not excluded from the waiver. 

 

Note that appeals and application of the waiver to public service properties are not permitted under 

the circular. 

 

38. Are bus shelters and advertising stations excluded from the waiver? 

Bus shelters and advertising stations are on the list of excluded categories in Appendix D to circular 

Fin 01/2021. Note that the position here has changed with respect to the nine-month 2020 waiver. 

 

39. Are airports excluded from the waiver? 

Airports listed as an eligible category in Appendix C of circular Fin 01/2021.  However, as all Industrial 

Use categories are in the list of excluded categories in Appendix D, there may be industrial premises 

on airport campuses and environs which would be excluded. Such premises are entitled to make an 

application for the waiver if they can demonstrate significant impact, as per circular Fin 01/2021 and 

Qs 11, 12 and 13 above. 
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40. Are transport related companies Dublin Bus, Bus Éireann, Iarnród Éireann, Transport 

Infrastructure Ireland and Dublin Port Company excluded from the waiver? 

Ports are on the list of excluded categories in Appendix D to circular Fin 01/2021. Such properties are 

entitled to make an application for the waiver if they can demonstrate significant impact, as per 

circular Fin 01/2021 and Qs 11, 12 and 13 above. 

 

All transport including Bus Éireann, Dublin Bus, Luas and Iarnrod Eireann are excluded from the three-

month rates waiver. Such properties are entitled to make an application for the waiver if they can 

demonstrate significant impact, as per circular Fin 01/2021 and Qs 11, 12 and 13 above. 

 

Note that the position here has changed with respect to the nine-month 2020 waiver. 

 

41. Are Údaras na Gaeltachta companies excluded from the three-month rate waiver? 

Údaras na Gaeltachta is considered public service and therefore properties where it provides services 

directly are excluded from the waiver.  Properties where services are provided by subsidiary or 

ancillary companies, or outsourced to a separate management company or external contractor are 

not excluded. 

 

42. Are post offices eligible for the credit in lieu of rates? 

Post offices are listed as an eligible category in Appendix C of circular Fin 01/2021.  They are not on 

the list of excluded categories in Appendix D of the same circular.    

 

43. How should masts/antennas which are not included in the Central Valuation List be dealt with? 

With regard to properties valued as masts/antennas, on the list of excluded categories in Appendix D 

to circular Fin 01/2021. Such properties are entitled to make an application for the waiver if they can 

demonstrate significant impact, as per circular Fin 01/2021 and Qs 11, 12 and 13 above. 

Note that the position here has changed with respect to the nine-month 2020 waiver. 

 

44. Are sports clubs excluded from the three-month rate waiver? 

Sports clubs are not excluded. 

 

Queries can be referred to the commercial rates team in the Department by contacting 

LGFinance@housing.gov.ie   
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Amendment and Addendum to Circular Fin 1 / 2021 

 

FAO Heads of Finance 

17 February 2021 

I am directed by the Minister to refer to circular Fin 1/2021 concerning the Q1 2021 waiver of 

commercial rates.   

The following amendments are made to circular Fin 1/2021 and the additional frequently asked 

questions are supplementary to the FAQ document associated with circular Fin 1/2021. 

Amendments 

1. The date for the return of Appendix A, on pp. 4 and 5 of the circular is amended to 31 

March 2020. 

 

2. The date for the return of Appendix B, on pp. 4 and 6 of the circular is amended to 14 

May 2020. 

 

3. On page 10 of the circular, in the list of eligible categories in Appendix C, HARDWARE 

(under Retail Warehouse) is removed and inserted on page 15, in the list of excluded 

categories in Appendix D.  This means that properties with the use HARDWARE (under 

Retail Warehouse) are excluded from the waiver.  Note the status of properties with the 

use HARDWARE/DIY (under Non Essential Retail (Shops)) remains unchanged and 

eligible. 

 

4. On page 12 of the circular, in the list of eligible categories in Appendix C, CAR PARK 

(OFFICE) (under Miscellaneous) and CAR PARK (under Office) are removed and 

inserted on page 15, in the list of excluded categories in Appendix D.  This means that 

properties with the use, CAR PARK (OFFICE) (under Miscellaneous) and CAR PARK 

(under Office) are excluded from the waiver.   

 

Revised Appendices C and D are attached for ease of reference. 

 

Is mise le meas, 

 

 

_________________ 

Lorraine O'Donoghue  
Principal 
Local Government Finance  
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Addendum to FAQs for Q1 2021 Waiver of Commercial Rates 

1. What is the approach to take with a business which occupies multiple properties 

associated with the main business activity, where one or more property is in a 

valuation category eligible for the waiver (Appendix C of the circular) and one or more 

property is in a valuation category excluded from the waiver (Appendix D)? 

 

This scenario may arise in situations such as the following examples: 

Example A: A nightclub with an associated and adjacent office (Office Category) and store 

room (Industrial Uses Category) valued as separate properties. 

Example B: A pharmacy with an adjacent store room (Industrial Uses Category) valued as a 

separate property. 

Example C: A boutique with an associated and adjacent office (Office Category) and store 

room (Industrial Uses Category) valued as separate properties. 

Example D:  A retail business premises or other premises which is eligible under Appendix C, 

which uses offsite storage in a property deemed excluded in Appendix D, such as an 

industrial estate for example. 

 

Local authorities are advised to implement the waiver in a way which takes account of the main 

activity/use undertaken by businesses in occupation of properties ancillary to and in close 

proximity to the main business property. 

 

If a business’s main categorisation is eligible in Appendix C and there are additional properties 

which are understood to be part of the enterprise and which are ancillary to and in close 

proximity to the main business property (but which if viewed as standalone would be excluded 

in Appendix D), then the local authority should grant the waiver to those additional properties 

also.   

 

However, if a business’s main categorisation is eligible in Appendix C and there are additional 

properties associated with business which are offsite and not ancillary, nor in close proximity to 

the main business property, and which are excluded under Appendix D, then the additional 

properties remain excluded under Appendix D. 

 

In the case of Examples A-C above, nightclubs, pharmacies and boutiques are all eligible 

property categories and the associated properties, though valued separately and with different 

valuation categories, are core to the operation of the business and are ancillary to and in close 

proximity to the main business property.  These associated properties would be eligible for the 

waiver.  In the case of Example D above, the associated property category is in Appendix D, is 

offsite and not ancillary nor in close proximity to the main business property.  In this example 

the associated property is not eligible for the waiver. 

 

2. What is the approach to take where the valuation certificate of an individual property 

identifies multiple categories/uses from both Appendix C (eligible) and Appendix D 

(excluded)? 

 

Local authorities are advised not to apportion the waiver or split valuations under an individual 

property number.   For the purposes of identifying properties in eligible and excluded categories, 

the category of the main activity/use undertaken at the premises shall be deemed to be the 

category of the entire premises. 
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It is accepted there will be instances where a single property/property number will contain 

valuations from both Appendix C (entitled) and Appendix D (excluded).  An example would be 

an industrial manufacturing premises with sub-uses of office, showroom, store or car park.  The 

main activity/use of the property is manufacturing and the valuation certificate classifies it as 

Industrial; eligibility should be determined on that basis. 

 

3. What if the category or use of a property on its valuation certificate is not accurate to 

the services/activity of the occupying business? 

 

Because of the complete exclusion of the industrial and office categories, there will likely 

emerge a number of properties where the usage or occupancy purpose is different to the use 

outlined on the valuation certificate.  These are properties that would be excluded on the basis 

of the property usage on the valuation record but that may be eligible for the waiver based on 

actual usage/occupancy purpose if known or made known to the local authority.  An example 

would be a gym operating from a property classified as Industrial on the valuation certificate.  If 

the local authority is satisfied that the property usage is as a gym even though it is categorised 

industrial then the property should be included in the waiver. 

4. In relation to demonstration of impact from businesses occupying properties in 

excluded categories in Appendix D, can further guidance be provided? 

Due to the exclusion of office and industrial categories from the Q1 2021 waiver scheme, a high 

level of appeals from businesses occupying properties in these categories may be likely. In 

order to streamline the administration and process appeals in a timely and effective manner the 

following is suggested: 

 

(i) If the applicant can provide evidence that they are receiving support under the CRSS 

then the waiver will be granted (subject to confirmation from DHLGH that funding is in place).   

 

If the applicant cannot demonstrate (i) the next step would be to be assess them under (ii). 

 

(ii) The applicant will be asked to provide evidence that turnover from the relevant 

business activity in the claim period does not exceed 25% of the average weekly turnover in 

2019 (or 2020 for new business).    

 

With regards to evidence provided under (ii), it is acknowledged that local authorities may not 

be in a position to individually verify figures and accounts (such as reviewing invoices, bank 

statements, financial systems etc.) and will be relying on the ratepayer to make an honest 

submission in this regard. 

 

It is within the remit of the local authority to decide what level of evidence they require from 

individual applicants, being cognisant of the resources available. The list provided in FAQ 12 

is illustrative rather than mandatory.   

 

A suggested approach could be to ask ratepayers, along with evidence provided, to self-

declare to the local authority that they have experienced a 75% reduction in turnover 

compared to the same period in 2019 and to inform them that the local authority reserves the 

right, at its discretion, to carry out follow up checks or to seek  additional evidence to validate 

eligibility, and that if a local authority is not satisfied that evidence provided supports eligibility, 

the waiver may be withheld or removed. 
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5. For businesses in the Office category that aren’t listed in either Appendix C or 

Appendix D, can a local authority make a judgment call as to what is the most similar 

category to a business in either Appendix as an aid to determining eligibility? 

 

The difficulty in this area is acknowledged as the categories listed in Appendix C and D refer 

to the property usage as determined by the Valuation Office.  Specific business activities do 

not always match to a directly equivalent property use, particularly in the property category of 

Office which is necessarily broad.  However, even in recognition of that situation, it is intended 

that properties in the Office category be excluded from the waiver, unless covered by one of 

the scenarios identified in the FAQs or unless the occupying business can demonstrate the 

required level of impact. 

 

6. Are health care professionals entitled to the waiver? 

 

Appendix C includes all health categories on the valuation lists.  Accordingly any health 

professional working from properties in those categories are automatically exempt. If a local 

authority is aware of properties, occupied by health professional providing health related 

services, then the waiver should be applied to those properties also; even if the use or category 

on the valuation record is not health related (e.g. Office). 

7. Are professional services such as accountants, solicitors, architects that have a 

valuation category of “Office” or indeed any valuation category entitled to the waiver?  

The category ‘Auctioneer’ is included in Appendix C. 

 

If the valuation certificate categorisation for the property occupied by the professional service 

is Office, or another category in Appendix D, it should be excluded from the waiver.  However, 

if the categorisation is Retail (Shop) then the occupier is eligible for the waiver, it being the 

case that the Retail (Shop) category is necessarily broad and involving properties and 

business activities that are customer facing and/or which open to the street.   

 

8. Which types of business are intended to fall under the ‘garage’ category in Appendix 

D? 

 

It was intended that mechanics, crash repairs, tyre retailers, puncture repair traders etc. would 

be excluded from the waiver i.e. being in the garage category or industrial uses, workshop. 

9. Can the hardware/DIY, Retail (Warehouse) hardware and DIY Superstore 

categorisation be clarified please? 

 

As noted at the start of this document, in the list of eligible categories in Appendix C, 

HARDWARE (under Retail Warehouse) is removed and inserted on page 15, in the list of 

excluded categories in Appendix D.  This means that properties with the use HARDWARE 

(under Retail Warehouse) are excluded from the waiver.  Please note the status of properties 

with the use HARDWARE/DIY (under Non Essential Retail (Shops)) remains unchanged and 

eligible.  

 

10. Are office car parks entitled to the waiver?   

 

Properties categorised as Office are excluded from the waiver.  For the purposes of identifying 

properties in eligible and excluded categories, the category of the main activity/use undertaken 

at the premises shall be deemed to be the category of the entire premises.  If the main 

activity/use of a property is Office, it is excluded from the waiver. 
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11. Are private language schools, private colleges and computer colleges occupying 

properties categorised as Office excluded? 

 

Yes colleges and schools both under colleges and schools in Appendix D and under the office 

category are excluded.  Ratepayers may engage with local authorities to demonstrate severe 

impact and qualify for the waiver, on a case by case basis. 

 

12. The 2020 waiver was applied to contract operated post offices, should the 2021 be 

applied in this manner? 

 

Yes, post offices are included in the waiver in the same manner as applied to the 2020 waiver. 

 

13. Are veterinary practices included in the waiver? 

 

Generally properties occupied by veterinary practices are categorised as Industrial Uses or 

Office on valuation certificates.  Veterinary practices occupying properties in categories in 

Appendix D are excluded from the waiver. 
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Appendix C  

Circular Fin 1/2021 

Revised as per additional FAQ 17/02/21 

Commercial Rates Waiver for First Quarter 2021 
 

 

Valuation Categories and Uses Which are Automatically Eligible for the Q1 2021 Three-

Month Commercial Rates Waiver 

  

Hospitality 

APART / HOTEL 

CARAVAN PARK 

CONFERENCE CENTRE 

GUESTHOUSE 

GUESTHOUSE, RESTAURANT 

HOLIDAY COMPLEX 

HOSTEL 

HOTEL 

HOTEL, NIGHT CLUB / DISCOTHEQUE 

HOTEL, PUB 

HOTEL, SPORTS & LEISURE CENTRE 

PUB 

PUB, GUESTHOUSE 

PUB, OFF-LICENCE 

PUB, RESTAURANT 

  

Leisure 

ACTIVITY CENTRE 

ACTIVITY CENTRE, CAFE 

AMUSEMENT CENTRE 

BOWLING-ALLEY 

CASINO 

CINEMA 

CLUB HOUSE 

COMMUNITY HALL 

DANCE STUDIO 

EQUESTRIAN CENTRE, - 

GOLF DRIVING RANGE 

GYMNASIUM / FITNESS CENTRE 

HERITAGE / INTERPRETATIVE CENTRE 

MARINA, - 

OPEN FARM 

RACE TRACK (GREYHOUNDS) 

RACE TRACK (HORSES) 

RACE TRACK (MOTOR) 

SNOOKER HALL 
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SPORTS & LEISURE CENTRE 

STABLE 

STADIUM 

STUDIO 

THEATRE 

THEATRE, CAFE 

THEATRE, PUB 

THEME PARK 

  

Miscellaneous Entertainment 

ART GALLERY 

EVENT SPACE 

MUSEUM 

QUAY / JETTY 

  

Non Essential Retail (Shops) 

ADULT SHOP 

ADVENTURE / ARMY / CAMPING 

ANTIQUE SHOP 

ATM 

AUCTIONEER 

BETTING OFFICE 

BOOKSHOP 

BOOKSHOP, COFFEE SHOP 

BRIDAL / FORMAL WEAR 

CAFE 

CAFE, RESTAURANT 

CAFE, TAKE AWAY 

CAFE, YOUTH CENTRE 

CARD / STATIONERY / PRINT 

CHARITY SHOP 

CLOTHES SHOP 

COFFEE SHOP, TAKE AWAY 

COMPUTER SHOP 

CONFECTIONERY 

COSMETIC SHOP 

CRAFT SHOP 

CYCLE SHOP 

DELICATESSEN 

DEPARTMENT STORE* 

*In general properties with the category “Department Store” are eligible.  However properties 

with this category that operate as a supermarket, or sell food and/or groceries are 

EXCLUDED, if the floor area operating as a supermarket or selling food and /or groceries is 

50% or greater, of the total floor area. 

DISCOUNT STORE 

DRY CLEANERS / LAUNDERETTE 
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DRY CLEANERS / LAUNDERETTE, INTERNET CAFE 

ELECTRICAL / ELECTRONIC 

ELECTRICAL / ELECTRONIC, AMUSEMENT CENTRE 

FASHION ACCESSORY 

FLORIST 

FURNITURE 

GAME SHOP 

GARDEN SHOP 

HARDWARE / DIY 

HOUSEHOLD GOODS 

INTERNET CAFE 

JEWELLERS 

KIOSK 

LIGHTING / LAMP 

MARKET 

MISCELLANEOUS 

MOTOR ACCESSORIES 

MUSIC-INSTRUMENTS 

MUSIC-RECORDS / DVDS / VIDEOS 

NURSERY (MOTHERCARE) 

OFFICE SUPPLIES 

PEN SHOP 

PET SHOP 

PHOTO PROCESSING SHOP 

RESTAURANT (DRIVE THRU) 

RESTAURANT 

RESTAURANT, CAFE 

RIGHT OF TRADING 

SANDWICH / JUICE BAR 

SANDWICH / JUICE BAR, TAKE AWAY 

SHOE REPAIR / KEY CUT 

SHOE SHOP 

SHOP (OFFICES), AUCTIONEER 

SHOP (OFFICES), TRAINING CENTER 

SHOP 

SHOP, AMUSEMENT CENTRE 

SHOP, OFF-LICENCE 

SHOP, PRINTING WORKS 

SPORTS SHOP 

TAILORING, ALTERATIONS, REPAIRS 

TAXI OFFICE 

TOURIST OFFICE 

TOY SHOP 

TRAVEL AGENCY 

VEHICLE HIRE 

VIDEO SHOP 
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Retail (Warehouse) 

ACTIVITY CENTRE 

CLOTHES SHOP 

DISCOUNT 

ELECTRICAL / ELECTRONIC 

FURNISHINGS 

HOUSEHOLD GOODS 

MOTOR ACCESSORIES 

MOTOR SHOWROOM 

NURSERY  (MOTHERCARE) 

OFF-LICENCE 

PET SHOP 

RETAIL WAREHOUSE 

TILE 

TOY SHOP 

  

Ports & Aviation 

AVIATION FUEL DEPOT, - 

AIRPORT, TERMINAL 

  

Essential Retail (excluding supermarkets) 

BUTCHER 

BUTCHERS / FISH MONGERS 

ETHNIC FOOD SHOP 

ETHNIC FOOD SHOP, BUTCHER 

ETHNIC FOOD SHOP, OFF-LICENCE 

GREENGROCER 

HEALTH FOOD SHOP 

INDIAN TAKE AWAY 

NEWSAGENT 

OFF-LICENCE 

OFF-LICENCE, NEWSAGENT 

PHARMACY 

PHONE SHOP 

POST OFFICE 

POST OFFICE, NEWSAGENT 

OPTICIAN 

Supermarkets smaller than 500M2 (Supermarket 1 Category) 

TAKE AWAY 

  

Health 

CLINIC 

DAY CARE CENTRE 

DENTAL WORKSHOP 
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HEALTH CENTRE / FARM 

HOSPITAL 

MEDICAL CENTRE / CLINIC 

NURSING HOME 

SURGERY (DOCTOR) 

SURGERY (OPTICIAN) 

SURGERY (OTHER) 

SURGERY (PHYSIOTHERAPIST) 

  

Service Stations 

MOTORWAY SERVICE STATION, - 

SERVICE STATION 

MOTOR WASH 

  

Personal care 

BARBER 

ETHNIC FOOD SHOP, HAIRDRESSING SALON 

HAIRDRESSING SALON 

TATTOO PARLOUR 

OFFICE (HOUSE), BEAUTY SALON / MASSAGE 

  

MISCELLANEOUS 

CAR PARK (MULTISTOREY) 

CAR PARK (OFFICE), YARD (STANDALONE) 

CAR PARK (OTHER) 

CAR PARK (RETAIL) 

CAR PARK (SURFACE) 

 

Other Miscellaneous Categories 

HOUSE, DAY CARE CENTRE 

CRECHE 
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Appendix D 

Circular Fin 1/2021 

Revised as per additional FAQ 17/02/21 

Commercial Rates Waiver for First Quarter 2021 
 

 

Valuation Categories and Uses Which are Excluded from the Q1 2021, Three-Month 

Commercial Rates Waiver 

 

Ratepayers in excluded categories may engage with local authorities to demonstrate 

serious impact from COVID 19 restrictions 

 
 

PUBLIC SERVICE* 

VACANT PROPERTIES (all vacant property as is ordinarily understood for rates is excluded from 

the waiver, without exception)* 

*Appeals and application of the waiver to public service properties and vacant properties 

are not permitted under this circular. 

 

 

CENTRAL VALUATION LIST 

GLOBAL UTILITY NETWORKS ON THE CENTRAL VALUATION LIST 

 

HOSPITALITY 

CENTRE FOR ASYLUM SEEKERS 

  

FUEL/DEPOT 

OIL / FUEL DEPOT 

 

INDUSTRIAL USES (all sub categories) 

A. I. STATION 

ABATTOIR 

ASHPHALT PLANT 

BAKERY 

BREWERY 

BULK STORES 

BUS DEPOT 

COLD STORE 

CONCRETE WORKS 

DATA CENTRE 

DISTRIBUTION CENTRE 

FACTORY (FISH) 

FACTORY (PHARMACEUTICAL) 

FACTORY (OTHER) 

FACTORY, BAKERY 

FACTORY (CEMENT) 
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FACTORY (COMPUTER) 

FACTORY, CHILL STORE 

FACTORY (MEAT) 

FACTORY (MILK) 

FACTORY, OFFICE 

FACTORY, PRINTING WORKS 

FOOD PREPARATION 

GARAGE 

GENERATING STATION 

GRAIN STORES 

HANGAR 

HATCHERY 

LABORATORY 

LAUNDRY 

LIVESTOCK MART 

OFFICE 

PLANT/OTHER - TANKS 

PRINTING WORKS 

PROVENDER MILL / FLOUR MILL 

PUMPING STATION 

SAWMILL 

SECURITY BUILDING 

SHOWROOM (INDUSTRIAL) 

SORTING OFFICE 

STORE 

VEHICLE TEST CENTRE 

WAREHOUSE 

WAREHOUSE CASH &CARRY 

WORKSHOP 

YARD (STANDALONE) 

 

MISCELLANEOUS 

ADVERTISING STATION 

BROADCASTING STATION, - 

CAR PARK (OFFICE) 

CEMETERY OR CREMATORIUM 

COLLEGE 

COLLEGE, SPORTS GROUNDS 

FIRE STATION 

FUNERAL HOME 

INCINERATOR, GENERATING STATION 

KENNELS 

MAST / ANTENNA 

PLACE OF WORSHIP 

PUBLIC CONVENIENCE 

POST BOX 
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RECYCLING CENTRE 

SCHOOL 

TANK, YARD 

TERMINAL 

TOLLS 

TRAINING CENTER 

  

RETAIL (SHOPS) 

BANK 

BUILDING SOCIETY 

CREDIT UNION 

DEPARTMENT STORE*  

*Properties with the category “Department Store” that operate partially or wholly as a 

supermarket, or sell food and groceries are EXCLUDED if the floor area operating as a 

supermarket or selling food and /or groceries is 50% or greater, of the total floor area. 

 

SUPERMARKETS greater than 500M2 (Categories Supermarket 2 and Supermarket 3) 

 

Retail (Warehouse) 

DIY SUPERSTORE 

HARDWARE 

 

MINERALS (all categories) 

LANDFILL SITE, - 

MINE 

QUARRY, - 

  

OFFICE 

CAR PARK 

CREDIT UNION 

OFFICE (ALL PROPERTIES WITH USE OF OFFICE) 

OFFICE (HOUSE), OFFICE (EMBASSY) 

  

UTILITY 

BIKE STATIONS 

BUS SHELTER 

BUS STATION 

EFFLUENT TREATMENT WORKS 

NETWORK (LUAS) 

NETWORK (CABLE) 

NETWORK (STORM WATER) 

NETWORK (WATER) 

PIPELINE 

PORT 

PUMPING STATION 

TAXI SHELTER 
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TELEPHONE (KIOSK) 

WINDFARMS 
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Oifis an Cheannasaí Airgeadais, An Roinn Airgeadais 
Oifigí na Cathrach, An Ché Adhmaid, Baile Átha Cliath 8, Éire 

 
Office of the Head of Finance, Finance Department, 

Civic Offices, Wood Quay, Dublin 8, Ireland  
 

T. 01 222 2102/3  E. finoff@dublincity.ie  

 
 

 
Report to the Finance Strategic Policy Committee  

 
Information on DCC Funding and Spend  

 

 

 

Background 
 
Report 17/2020 and 05/2021 regarding the presentation and communication of information 
on DCC expenditure were presented to the Finance Strategic Policy Committee at 
meetings held 26th November 2020 and January 2021.  At the January 2021 meeting, draft 
videos were presented, giving a focus on DCC funding and service spend.  The 
contributions of SPC members have since been incorporated into the final video clips 
which are presented today.  This work has been a joint collaboration between the 
Management Accounting Unit (Enda Currid) and the Communications Unit (Rob Hughes).     
 
 
Final Video Clips 
 
There are 5 video clips developed for consideration by the SPC members.  It is intended 
that over the next month, the videos will be made available on the DCC Social Media 
channels (Facebook, Twitter & Instagram) and the Finance section of DCC’s website. The 
final clips are: 
 

1. City Services 2021 – How are they paid for?  
 

2. Commercial Rates – Who pays what?  
 

3. Government Grants Funding 
 

4. Goods and Services Funding  
 

5. LPT Funding  
 
 

 
The following link will bring you through to the 5 videos above:   
 
https://dublincity.sharefile.eu/share/view/s0c4fc1195fa34149931e4a555d39e6e8 
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Videos 1, 2, and 3: City Services 2021, Commercial Rates and Government Grants 
Funding  
 
These clips were discussed in detail at the January 2021 Finance SPC meeting.  The 
changes proposed by SPC members have been incorporated.   
 
 
Video 4: Goods and Services Funding 
 
This clip gives focus to the funding of DCC services provided by service users through 
fees.  The video gives detail of the value of income from goods and services, the proportion 
that income represents of all DCC funding and the total value of DCC services in 2021.  
The clip then gives a word cloud of many sources of goods and services related funding.   
 
  
Video 5: Local Property Tax 
 
This clip gives information on the Local Property Tax as it applies to DCC.  The video 
informs the viewer of when LPT was introduced, that the tax is based on property market 
valuations in 2013 and that it is administered by the Revenue Commissioners.   The 
capacity for elected members to vary the LPT rate by +/- 15% is noted along with the 
practice of DCC councillors to reduce the LPT rate by 15% each year along with the value 
of that reduction.  In 2021 this reduction amounted to €12.2m reduced householder LPT 
liability but in turn €12.2m reduced funding for City Council services.  The clip outlines how 
the LPT tax yield of Dublin City householders is applied. The national equalisation fund 
receives €16.3m or 20% of the Dublin City LPT basic liability.  This is allocated to local 
authorities as determined by the Department.  Dublin City Council has not, as yet, received 
funding from the national equalisation process.   
 
The clip then informs of an amount of LPT receipts to be used for the ‘self-funding’ of 
Housing and Roads.  Self-funding is a term used by Government in the context of LPT 
using a needs and resources approach.  It implies that local authorities categorized as self-
funding have enough resources to meet needs.  In the context of LPT, self-funding local 
authorities have LPT receipts allocated as a substitute for previous grant funding. DCC 
have been informed that in 2021 €29.9m LPT receipts will fund housing and roads services, 
previously grant funded.   
 
In addition, LPT receipts are applied to baseline funding, specifically pension related 
deductions and the general purpose grant.  As applied above, both matters were previously 
funded by the Department but are now funded by LPT receipts.  These involve a further 
€19.1m LPT receipts in 2021.  The net €4.1m is the residual funding yield to DCC for 
elected members to have discretion on how this amount is applied.  This represents 5% of 
the total value of potential LPT funding.    
 
Next Steps 
With the agreement of the Finance SPC, it is proposed that the clips will be published over 
the coming fortnight.  Consideration will then be given to further information videos. 
 
Kathy Quinn 
Head of Finance 
With responsibility for ICT 
 
18th March 2021       
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Oifis an Cheannasaí Airgeadais, An Roinn Airgeadais 

Oifigí na Cathrach, An Ché Adhmaid, Baile Átha Cliath 8, Éire 
 

Office of the Head of Finance, Finance Department, 
Civic Offices, Wood Quay, Dublin 8, Ireland  

 
T. 01 222 2102/3  E. finoff@dublincity.ie  

 

 
 

 
Report to the Finance Strategic Policy Committee 

 
Report on Small Business Assistance Scheme for Covid (SBASC) 

 

 
 

Background 
The €60m Small Business Assistance Scheme for Covid (SBASC) was launched by An Tánaiste 
Leo Varadkar TD on 11th March 2021.  The scheme is intended to target those businesses with 
operating costs who do not qualify for other Government schemes.   
  
Scheme  
Eligible businesses will receive a payment of €4,000 for Quarter 1 of 2021. There will be a second 
payment of €4,000 for those businesses that continue to meet the criteria.  A national allocation of 
€60m has been agreed for the SBASC scheme. The scheme is open to companies, self-
employed, sole traders or partnerships with a minimum turnover of €50,000 for each premises.  
The grant, which is available as a contribution towards fixed costs to assist a business to keep 
operational for an eventual re-opening, is only available to an applicant that operates from a 
rateable property and who is not eligible for the Revenue scheme CRSS, Fáilte Ireland Business 
Continuity Scheme or the Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sport and Media’s Live 
Performance Support. The scheme is managed by the Department of Enterprise, Trade and 
Employment with each local authority administering the grant process under a service level 
agreement.   
 
Application 
Applications for the first payment can be made between 11th March and 21st April 2021.  The 
Scheme is open to firms that currently employ less than 250 and with current turnover of less than 
€25m.  The business must have a current eTax Clearance Certificate and the turnover of the 
business over the claim period is estimated to be no more than 25% of the average weekly 
turnover of the business in 2019; or the projected average weekly turnover of the business for 1st 
January to 31st March 2021, for businesses that commenced after 1st November 2019.  The 
business must intend to resume trading in full once Government restrictions are eased. 
 
Payment 
Eligible applications will receive a first payment of €4,000 for the first quarter of the year.   
 
A copy of the SBASC FAQs and Application form is attached. 
 
 
Kathy Quinn 
Head of Finance 
  
18th March 2021 
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Small Business Assistance Scheme for COVID 

 Application Form 

 
All questions must be answered. The declaration must be fully completed and signed.   
The Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment will arrange to carry out spot-checks to 
ensure compliance with the qualifying criteria (see FAQ 8). 
 

ID Other COVID Business Supports Response Notes 

1 Name of your local authority Drop-down field  

2 Are you eligible for the CRSS support scheme? 
 

Yes/No See FAQ 9 

3 Are you eligible for the Fáilte Ireland Tourism 
Business Continuity scheme?  

Yes/No See FAQ 9 

4 Are you eligible for the Live Performance 
Support Scheme or the Music Entertainment 
Business Assistance Scheme of the 
Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts, 
Gaeltacht, Sport and Media? 

Yes/No See FAQ 9 

ID Employment   

5 How many employees were in the business at 
end February 2020 (full time equivalent 
number) including staff across all branches. 

Number Must be greater than or 
equal to 1 and less than or 
equal to 250. See FAQ 9.  

ID Covid19 Impact   

6 Annual turnover in 2019 OR estimated annual 
turnover in 2020 if you have commenced your 
business after 1st Nov. 2019? 

€ Required for each business 
premises in which a relevant 
business activity is carried on 
and for which a claim will be 
made. Must be more than 
€50k for each premise. See 
FAQ 9. 

Privacy Notice: Dublin City Council is seeking the information below from you to process your application.  The lawful basis 

for processing this information is: 
 

Article 6(1)(e) of the General Data Protection Regulation  
The data controller within the meaning of the Data Protection Act, 1988, as amended, is the Department of Enterprise, Trade and 
Employment. Dublin City Council is the data processor for the purpose of administering the scheme.  
The personal information you provide will be used only for the purposes of submitting and processing your application for SBASC 
funding.  It will be necessary to share a high-level description of the names and numbers of businesses applying for the grant, the 
amounts awarded and Covid-19 impact and numbers employed data to the Department of Enterprise, Trade & Employment for 
reporting purposes Dublin City Council undertakes to retain the personal data you supply for no longer than the duration of the Small 
Business Assistance Scheme for COVID plus a further 5 years. 
 

By submitting your application, you consent to the Department of Enterprise Trade and 
Employment and/or the relevant local authority providing the details on this application form to 
the Revenue Commissioners via a secure file transfer mechanism.  The purpose of this is to 
enable the Revenue Commissioners to confirm that you have not received a Covid Restrictions 
Support Scheme (CRSS) payment in Quarter 1 2021. In providing this information you are 
expressly consenting to Revenue providing this validating information to the Department of 
Enterprise Trade and Employment and/or the relevant local authority.  
 

A detailed description of how Dublin City Council will address the following data protection issues can be found by accessing the 
following web page links – 
Dublin City Council’s Data Protection Policy 
Details of how you can exercise your rights as a data subject under GDPR 
Contact details Dublin City Council Data Protection Officer: dataprotection@dublincity.ie 
Dublin City Council’s records retention schedule.  
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7 Is there currently any business activity (i.e. 
fully or partially open or online?) 

Yes/No  

8 If the answer to Q7 is yes, give short 
description of current business activity 

Free text  

9 If your business closed, what date did it close? Date  

10 Will your business reopen?  Yes/No  

11 What is the average weekly turnover for 
2019? OR 
What is the projected average weekly 
turnover for 2020 if you have commenced 
your business after 1st Nov. 2019? 

€ 
 

 

12 What is the projected average weekly 
turnover of the business for 1st January 2021 
to 31st March 2021? 

€  

13 Is the business a branch of a company with 
multiple stores? 

Yes/No See FAQ 13 

ID Your Business Response Notes 

14 Customer Number Free text See FAQ 17 

15 Rate Number Free text See FAQ 18 

16 Company Trading Name Free text required for each business 
premises in which a relevant 
business activity is carried on 
and for which a claim will be 
made 

17 Company Registered Name Free text  

18 Revenue Registration Number Tax Reference 
number format 

 

19 Address of Business Premises Free text required for each business 
premises in which a relevant 
business activity is carried on 
and for which a claim will be 
made 

20 Address Line 1 Free text  

21 Address Line 2 Free text  

22 Address Line 3 Free text  

23 Eircode Free Text + 
Eircode Finder 

 

24 Sector Drop-down menu 
with NACE 
categories as 
agreed. 

 

25 Proprietor/Applicant Name Free text  

26 Position in Company Free text  

27 Phone Number Free text  

28 Email Address Free text  

29 Confirm Email Address Free text  

30 Account Name  Free text  

31 Bank Details – BIC Number Free text  

32 IBAN Number IBAN Format  

33 Bank Statement Header Document 
Upload 

 

34 Tax Clearance Access Number Numeric  
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DECLARATION 
I/We hereby declare that the business trading as the trade name outlined in question 17 above suffered a 
loss of the amount and percentage of expected turnover to 31st December 2020, outlined in the response 
to questions 11 and 12 above.  I/We confirm that the business will remain open OR will reopen when 
permitted to do so under the public health regulations in force at the material time.  [checkbox] 
 
I/We declare that I intend to retain those employees currently receiving EWSS.  [checkbox] 
 
I/We declare that I/we am not eligible for CRSS, the Fáilte Ireland Tourism Business Continuity Scheme, the 
Live Performance Support Scheme or the Music Entertainment Business Assistance Scheme of the 
Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sport and Media. [checkbox] 
 
I/We consent to Department of Enterprise Trade and Employment and/or the relevant local authority 
providing the details on this application form to the Revenue Commissioners via a secure file transfer 
mechanism.  The purpose of this is to enable the Revenue Commissioners to confirm that I/we have not 
received a Covid Restrictions Support Scheme (CRSS) payment in Quarter 1 2021. In providing this 
information I/we am/are expressly consenting to Revenue providing this validating information to the 
Department of Enterprise Trade and Employment and/or the relevant local authority.  [checkbox] 
 
 
 
SIGNATURE (see FAQ 20) 
Document upload 
___________________________________ 
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Small Business Assistance Scheme for COVID - Frequently Asked Questions 
 

1. How soon will I get my grant?  

On average, we will aim to process (meaning Yes/No/further information required) applications within two 
weeks. However, this will be dependent on the initial surge in applications numbers. 
 

2. How much will I get? 

 
Eligible businesses will receive a payment of €4,000 for the first quarter of this year, the period from 1 
January to 31 March 2021.  It is anticipated that payments to eligible businesses for the first quarter will be 
made from April 2021. There will be a second payment in Q2, 2021 of €4,000 for businesses continuing to 
meet the criteria. 
 

3. What can I use the grant for? 

The grant is a contribution towards the cost of re-opening or keeping a business operational and re-
connecting with employees and customers. The grant could be used to defray ongoing fixed costs, e.g. 
utilities, insurance, refurbishment or for measures to ensure employee and customer safety.  
 

4. If I have not paid my 2020 rates, am I eligible?  

Yes. 
 

5. If my rates are in arrears, am I eligible? 

Yes. 
 

6. If my premises was not rate assessed in 2020 am I eligible? 

 
Yes. The Local Authority will estimate what your rates demand for 2020 would have been. 
 

7.  How do I apply? 

The application can be made online via your local authority website at www.dublincity.ie/sbasc. The 
application form will require applicants to self-declare that they are ineligible for the CRSS, the Fáilte 
Ireland Business Continuity Grant or the Live Performance Support Scheme or the Music Entertainment 
Business Assistance Scheme of the Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sport and Media and 
that they are not applying for or in receipt of those grants.   Applicants will also be asked to consent to 
data sharing with the Office of the Revenue Commissioners to enable spot checks on CRSS eligibility.  
  

8. How will the grant be paid? 

The grant will be paid via the Local Authorities, based on an online application process, in order to identify 
and validate qualifying businesses and make payments to the business’ bank account as efficiently as 
possible.  
 

9. What are the criteria for qualifying for the SBASC?   

A business must: 

 Be a sole trader, a company, self-employed, or a partnership; 

 Have a minimum turnover of €50,000 for each rateable premises; 

 Not be owned or operated by a public body; 

 Not eligible for/be in receipt of CRSS for the period for which the grant covers or eligible for Fáilte Ireland’s 

Business Continuity Scheme or the Live Performance Support Scheme of the Department or the Music 

Entertainment Business Assistance Scheme of Tourism, Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sport and Media. 
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 Operate from a building, or similar fixed physical structure on which business rates are payable (mobile 

premises, or premises which are not permanently fixed in place, do not meet the definition of business 

premises nor do premises on which no rates are payable); 

 Must have a current eTax Clearance Certificate from the Revenue Commissioners. 

 The turnover of the business over the claim period is estimated to be no more than 25% of the  

o Average weekly turnover of the business in 2019; or 

o the projected average weekly turnover of the business for 1st January to 31st March 2021, 

and 30th of June 2021 where applicable, for businesses that commenced after 1st 

November, 2019 and  

o The business intends to resume trading in full once Government restrictions are eased. 

 Have 1 - 250 employees and a projected turnover of less than €25 million in 2021; 

 In relation to the verification of the €50,000 turnover requirement, applicants will be required to upload 

their most recent financial or trading accounts or the relevant section of their most recent Revenue 

income tax Form 11, which verifies turnover in excess of €50,000. 

 
The DETE will arrange to carry out spot-checks to ensure compliance with the qualifying criteria.   
 

10. Can tourism-related businesses apply? 

Rate-paying tourism/hospitality related businesses can apply if they have not benefited from either CRSS, 
the Fáilte Ireland Tourism Business Continuity Grant or and the Live Performance Support Scheme or the 
Music Entertainment Business Assistance Scheme of the Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, 
Sport and Media.  
 

11. Can sporting organisations apply? 

Rate-paying Sports Clubs, such as GAA Clubs and Golf Clubs that have commercial activities (e.g. 
bar/restaurant) can apply for a grant if they are not in receipt of CRSS, eligible for Fáilte Ireland’s Tourism 
Business Continuity Grant or the Live Performance Support Scheme or the Music Entertainment Business 
Assistance Scheme of the Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sport and Media. 
 

12. What about Charity Organisations? 

Charity Shops with a trading income, and operating from rateable premises, can apply for a grant if they 
are not in receipt of CRSS, Fáilte Ireland’s Tourism Business Continuity Grant or the Live Performance 
Support Scheme or the Music Entertainment Business Assistance Scheme of the Department of Tourism, 
Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sport and Media. 
 

13. What about franchise stores, chain stores and tenant businesses? 

 
a) Where an enterprise has multiple business premises that meet the turnover criteria and are incurring costs 

and paying rates, they can apply for each premises.  

b) Where the rate account is addressed to a landlord for one or multiple tenant businesses the grant must be 

applied for and paid to the operating business in each case. 

c) Businesses that have a number of outlets that are rated separately can apply for separate grants.  A 

franchise store that is financially and trading independently and if it meets the other criteria, is eligible. 

SBASC is not to cover for loss of income, it is a contribution to fixed costs, partial turnover reductions for 
business within premises are not eligible. 
 

14. What is the situation regarding Professional Services? 

Professional Services such as Accountants, Architects, GPs, Dentists, Opticians, Consultants, etc., are 
eligible if they are operating from rateable premises and meet the criteria, including loss of turnover.  
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However, other services not operating from rateable premises are not eligible. 
 

15. I am a street trader who pays rates to my local authority, am I eligible? 

 
Yes.  
 

16. What is the closing date? 

The closing date for receipt of applications for Quarter 1 is 21 April 2021. 
 

17. What is my Customer Number? 

Your Customer Number is located on your commercial rates demand.  
 

18. What is my Rate Number? 

Your Rate Number (or LAID) is located on your commercial rates demand. 
 

19. What is a Bank Statement Header? 

The bank statement header is the top of a recent bank statement (dated within the past 6 months) 
indicating your business name and address and business bank account number, which should be scanned 
and uploaded as an attachment to the application form to verify your business name and address, and 
your bank account details i.e. BIC and IBAN.  
 

20. How do I sign the form?  

A typed signature should be included on the form.  
 

21. If I am not happy with the decision to refuse my grant can I appeal? 

 
Yes, any decision to refuse a grant may be appealed to SBAS.appeals@dublincity.ie. Appeals relating to a 
decision to refuse an application shall be made in writing within 7 days of receipt of notification. 
 

22. Where can I get more information?  

Further information can be obtained from your Local Authority Business Support Unit at 
SBAS.enquiries@dublincity.ie.  
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Dublin City Council Audit Committee 

 
 Minutes of Meeting held on 3rd December 2020 at 9.00 a.m., 

 via MS Teams  

 
 
Attendance:  
 
Members  
 
Ms. Louise Ryan, Trinity College Dublin, Chairperson (LR) (Chair) 
Mr. Johnny McElhinney, Docklands Business Forum (JMcE) 
Mr. Nathy Walsh, Institute of Public Administration (NW) 
Professor Diarmuid Hegarty, Dublin Chamber (DH) 
Councillor Nial Ring (Cllr. NR) 
Councillor Naoise O Muiri (Cllr. NOM) 
Councillor Dáithί De Róiste (Cllr. DDR) 
 
Officials:  
 
Mr. Owen Keegan, Chief Executive (CE) 
Ms. Kathy Quinn, Head of Finance (KQ) 
Ms. Ita Howe, Principal Local Government Auditor (IH) 
Ms. Theresa Lannon, Acting Head of Internal Audit (TL) 
Ms. Martina Mc Loughlin, Acting Administrative Officer, Internal Audit  
Ms. Ailish McCarthy, Staff Officer, Internal Audit 
 
Attendees from Housing & Community Services Dept. - in relation to Item 3 on the agenda: 
 
Ms. Mary Hayes, Executive Manager (MH) 
Ms. Tara Robertson, Administrative Officer, Rents Section (TR) 
  
The Chairperson welcomed the new AC member, Councillor De Roiste who provided a brief introduction 
of himself, as did the other AC members. 
 

1. Minutes of Audit Committee meeting held on 17th September 2020 and update on Actions 

arising 

a. The minutes were agreed. 
 

b. Update on Actions: 

Appendix A: 

 Action 1:  Listed under Item 3 on the Agenda 

 Action 2:  Report No. 6-2020, District Heating Project, as per item 1c.  

 Action 3:  Completed 

 Action 4:  Members updated on progress 

Appendix B: 

 Action 4:  This will be covered as part of Item 9b on the Agenda 

 Action 5:  Completed 

 Action 7:   Will be addressed under the Internal Audit Plan for 2021   

 

c. Report on progress and status of District Heating Project attached. KQ advised that this 
project should be completed in the next eighteen months.  

 
 
 

2.  Standing Item on the agenda – Any Conflict of Interest of A.C. Members  
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A possible conflict of interest was raised in relation to Item 7 and the person concerned advised 

the Chair that they would leave the meeting for this item. 
.  
 

3. Report No. 7-2020: Update from Housing on Rent Arrears   
 
The Report presented to the Committee outlined the issues in relation to rent arrears, and 
also referenced that Housing now have access to the Local Authority Verification Application 
(LAVA), which will assist with the rent review process.  
 
It is proposed to review all accounts within one year and the priority in relation to collection of 
arrears will be high income/high arrears accounts. There will also be a focus on continued 
engagement with tenants, including instituting agreements and ensuring compliance with 
same. 
 
Action 1:  The Members requested an update on Housing Rent Arrears for the June  

                               2021 meeting. 
 

 

4. Report No. 8-2020: Internal Audit Unit - Draft Annual Audit Plan for 2021   
TL updated the Members on the draft Plan and on current staffing resources within the Unit. 
 
Following a discussion on the areas of focus for 2021, the Committee agreed the 2021 Plan. 
 
 

5. Preparation of the report of the Audit Committee on its consideration and findings for 
the year 2020 and a review of its performance and effectiveness (please see attached 
Regs. 13 & 15)   
Regulation 13 requires the AC to review its own performance and effectiveness. To this end, 
the Members agreed to complete a self-evaluation questionnaire and return it in January, 
which will feed into their Annual Report (as per Reg. 15). 
TL and LR will liaise on preparation of a questionnaire, which will be submitted to the 
Members for completion. 
 
Action 2:   A self-evaluation questionnaire, in relation to the requirement for the AC to   
                  review its performance and effectiveness, to be issued to the Members for  
                  completion 
 

Action 3:    TL to submit the annual report of the Audit Committee to City Council, at  

                    their meeting to be held on 1st February 2021. 
 
 

6. Audit Committee Reports: 
a. Report No. 9-2020: Review of the Audit Committee Charter 
b. Report No. 10-2020: Draft Audit Committee Annual Work Programme 2021 

Following review and discussion, the Audit Committee Charter, with three amendments, was 
agreed by the Members, as was the Draft Audit Committee Annual Work Programme for 
2021.  
 

Action 4:  TL to forward the Audit Committees Charter and Work Programme to the  
                      City Council meeting to be held on 11th January 2021, for adoption. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. Procurement Breach Under Review   
An external review is being carried out in relation to a procurement breach. The AC was 
informed that the review is currently ongoing with a final report due in December 2020. 
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The Members requested that the final review Report including recommendations be 
presented at the March AC meeting. 
 
Action 5:  Report on the Review of the procurement breach to be brought to the  
                  Members at their March 2021 meeting 
 

 

8. Audit Reports: 

a. R02-20:  In-Depth Check of Dalymount Park Re-Development 
 

The AC noted the Satisfactory rating for this Report and that the Appraisal and Planning Stages of 
the project addressed PSC requirements. 

 
b. R03-20:  Approved Housing Bodies, facilitated by Dublin City Council 

 

KQ gave an overview of the Report, including that 10 recommendations were made, 7 of 

which were accepted and the remaining 3 will not be implemented due to political sensitivities. 

The Members suggested that a register of the unit cost of the various methods of the 

provision of housing would be beneficial, which would be a publicly available register. They 

also commented on the high cost of leasing, as outlined in the Report. 

The CE commented that reports in the public domain on this matter were not comparing like 

with like, and referenced a report being prepared by DCC QS Division, which he agreed to 

circulate to the Members. He also advised that DCC follow the rules as applied by the State. 

 

Action 6:  A Report being prepared by DCC QS Division, as referenced by the CE in his  
                   comments, to be forwarded to the Members 
 

 

9. Consideration of the following Reports: 
a. Audited Annual Financial Statement for the year ended 31st December 2019  
b. The Local Government Auditor’s Report on the AFS 

 
The Chairperson welcomed the Principal Local Government Auditor (PLGA), Ms. Howe to the 
meeting and invited her to present her report. The following items were discussed: 
 

 The impact of Covid-19 on Dublin City Council including the Emphasis of Matter 
paragraph in the Audit Report due to the high level of uncertainty  faced by DCC 

 Rent Arrears: Level of arrears versus cost of collection was discussed. 

 The PLGA commented on the significant increase of 6% in collection for housing loans. 

 The PLGA commended DCC on the work done in relation to the Fixed Asset Housing 
Register 

 Development Contributions: Full reconciliation is in progress 

 Dublin Fire Brigade: The large number of systems used to gather information regarding 
Time and Attendance was discussed. The Committee requested the percentage of DFB 
overtime in relation to the total payroll costs. 

 Dublin Docklands Development Authority: The Committee queried the pension figure. The 
PLGA stated that this will be kept under review and the CE stated that the issue of 
unfunded liabilities is under discussion with the Dept. of Housing, Local Government & 
Heritage. 

 Procurement: Full review to consider what model should be used in DCC  

 Government Debtors: The Committee commented on the increase in Government 
debtors in the year, but KQ indicated that the year-end figure for 2020 is likely to be an 
improvement on the 2019 figure. KQ will have the final year-end figures for the March 
2021 meeting for discussion. 
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The following actions were requested by the Audit Committee:  

Action 7:   A report on the cost of collection of housing rent arrears relative to the debt  
                    value and collection performance be submitted to the Members. 

 
Action 8:  A report on the percentage of DFB overtime in relation to the total payroll costs 

     be submitted to the Members. 
 
Action 9:   The final year-end figures in relation to Government Debtors be submitted to  
                     the Members at the March 2021 meeting. 
 
All other queries raised by the Members were satisfactorily dealt with by the Principal Local 
Government Auditor, the Chief Executive and the Head of Finance. 

 
10. Preparation of the report of the Audit Committee to the City Council, following its 

consideration of the Audited AFS and Local Government Auditor's report.   
 

Action 10:  TL to submit AC report on the AFS to the City Council meeting, to be held on  

                                  11th January 2021.  
 

11. Training/familiarisation sessions required by AC Members 

The Members were asked to contact LR or KQ in relation to any training requirements. 
  
 

12. Proposed dates for meetings of the Audit Committee for 2021  
The Members agreed the following dates:   

a. 11th March; 3rd June; 23rd September; 2nd December  
 

The Members agreed a starting time of 9.00am for meetings held via MS Teams. 
 
 

13. A.O.B   

The meeting concluded at 10.20am. 

              11th March 2021 

__________________________                             ______________________              

Louise Ryan, Chairperson                             Date:   
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Appendix A  

Action 1:   The Members requested an update on Housing Rent Arrears for the June 2021 meeting. 

 

Action 2:   A self-evaluation questionnaire, in relation to the requirement for the AC to review its  
                   performance and effectiveness, to be issued to the Members for completion. 
 

Action 3:   TL to submit the annual report of the Audit Committee to City Council, at their meeting to   

                   be held on 1st February, 2021. 

 

Action 4:    TL to forward the Audit Committees Charter and Work Programme to the City Council  

                     meeting to be held on 11th January 2021, for adoption. 

 
Action 5:   Report on the Review of the procurement breach to be brought to the Members at their  
                   March 2021 meeting. 
  
Action 6:   A Report being prepared by DCC QS Division, as referenced by the CE in his comments,  
                     to be forwarded to the Members. 
 
Action 7:    A report on the cost of collection of housing rent arrears relative to the debt value and                 
                     collection performance be submitted to the Members. 
  
Action 8:   A report on the percentage of DFB overtime in relation to the total payroll costs be  
                    submitted to the Members. 
 
Action 9:   The final year-end figures in relation to Government Debtors be submitted to the  
                    Members at the March 2021 meeting. 
 
Action 10:   TL to submit AC report on the AFS to the City Council meeting, to be held on 11th January   
                     2021.  
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